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Abstract

The heart is an electro-mechanical system. In 2010 about 4.25 million people died
from cardiac arrhythmias. Immediate treatment in case of fibrillation is to shock the
heart electrically with high energy to reset the electrical system. However high energy
shocks cause severe side effects: the heart tissue is damaged, patients develop anxiety
and panic disorders. To reduce these side effects low energy defibrillation methods
are developed in the research group biomedical physics (RGBMP) at the Max Planck
Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization.

Low energy defibrillation is researched in-vivo and ex-vivo using extracted hearts
in Langendorff perfusion. In these experiments the current used for defibrillation is
drastically reduced, therefore it is important to understand where the current employed
interacts with the heart. For this thesis I rebuilt the experimental setups including
shock electrodes and ECG-measurement panels of the RGBMP in-silico using the
software Gmsh for computer augmented design (and subsequent computational mesh
generation). I extracted the anatomical features of the torso, the heart and the heart
muscle’s fibre orientation from medical image data and I combined both to create
geometrical models of the in-vivo and ex-vivo experiments. I implemented a numerical
framework to calculate the current flow in these models and conducted simulation
studies together with Master student Simon Wassing.

We found out that the ratio of the total current that interacts with the heart is
between 8 % and 15 % of the total current depending on the heart size. Also the
positioning of the heart with respect to the electrodes changes the current. We found
out that by lowering the heart from a centralised position of the heart between the
electrodes in z direction the current flowing through the heart can be increased by up
to 20 %.

Patients with a high risk of cardiac fibrillation usually are under pharmaceutical
treatment. If this fails ablation therapy is applied. In ablation therapy parts of the
heart are burned either by heat or by cold to stabilize the electrical system in the
heart to reduce the probability of arrhythmias. A method called inverse ECG or
ECG imaging is researched worldwide to provide information about the properties of
the heart tissue to identify the regions to burn. I extended the numerical framework
with a method for cardiac electric dynamics, potential reconstruction, diffusion of the
potential into the vicinity of the bath and ECG signal integration.

The source of the ECG signals is a potential distribution at the outside of the heart.
They are referenced against other ECG electrodes to handle that fact that potentials
are only defined up to a constant. This can be interpreted as the ECG signal being



referenced against a spatial mean. I have found that the spatial mean adds fluctuation
to an ECG electrode’s signal that is caused by the reference electrodes in a simplified
model. To avoid these fluctuations I developed a concept which references against a
temporal mean. Comparison of the signals in the simple model shows that the time
referenced ECG follows the (in the simulation available) source of the ECG signal
better than the spatially-referenced signal.

In the context of inverse ECG the reconstructed source has to be compared to
the true source to verify the reconstruction. I showed in a simplified model that the
Euclidean distance measure quantifies the distance between states very close in time
as large and I have proposed an alternative time-based distance measure. First results
show that the time-based distance measure I used based on a model for an excitable cell
do not provide a better distance measure but in the corresponding outlook I conclude
that future work should try employing oscillator model equations.

Lastly I found from personal experience the lack of a concept how to think of
scientific work and classified it as completing scientific activities. I developed a file
system structure that reflects this in order to foster reproducibility and traceability of
scientific activities.

vi
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Research on the heart is done all over the world and organised internationally [1].
The variety of research topics is almost unlimited and reaches from computational
research on physics of the whole organ [2] to effects of the COVID-19 virus onto the
heart [3] to patching damaged heart tissue with something that resembles plasters
for the heart in a research field called cardiac tissue engineering [4]. It will hardly be
necessary explaining the necessity of this research in light of cardiac vascular disease
being related to about 32 % i.e. to about 17.9 million of global death in 2019 as stated
by the WHO [5, 6].

Along these cases one large part is related to ventricular fibrillation, a state in which
the heart cells stop beating coordinately with grave consequence. In this fibrillation
state the heart loses its ability to pump with the result that the brain is no longer
supplied with oxygen as blood stops flowing, leading to death within minutes [7].
Treatment in this case is to try to terminate the state with an electrical shock [8]
in order to help the the heart to re-coordinate its cells. The corresponding device is
called defibrillator. It becomes more and more common to make defibrillators easily
accessible. For example, in the German city of Bochum from 2004 to 2009 public
accessible defibrillators were installed in the municipal area [9]. Furthermore, events are
simulated in which drones deliver defibrillators to patients in northern Germany [10]
or web pages and apps are designed to find the next defibrillator [11].

Risk factors to develop fibrillation like sleep apnea, increased age or drinking alcohol
are known and health authorities provide means for a self-evaluation of the risk [12–16].
For patients with a high risk of fibrillations defibrillators may be implanted, then called
implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) [17, 18]. As important as it is, defibrillation
comes with side effects including panic attacks due to delivery of shocks while the
patient was conscious [19, 20] and an increased risk of mortality after application of
shocks [21].

Research on defibrillation strategies is ongoing, both trying to better understand
the underlying mechanisms [22–25] and researching new defibrillation strategies [26,
27]. Research includes animal experimentation both in-vivo and with explanted hearts
from previously euthanised animals (ex-vivo). One part of the research conducted in
the scope of this thesis was to numerically investigate the electrical current flow in
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Introduction

these experiments.
Ventricular fibrillation is not only treated immediately. Part of the treatment in

reoccurring fibrillation is prevention of the uncoordinated state. In addition to pharma-
ceutical treatment — in case it is not effective or the medication is not tolerated [28]

—, ablation is a treatment that has been proven to prevent the onset of a fibrillation [29].
The idea is simple: heart tissue that causes the fibrillation is ‘deactivated’ by burning it
with either heat (radiofrequency ablation) or freezing (cryoablation) [30]. However it is
difficult do identify the corresponding heart tissue parts. A complex invasive procedure
which physicians call electrophysiological study is carried out to find the respective
regions [31–34] by triggering fibrillation or coordinated heart beats and based on the
observations deducing which regions cause the de-coordination of the cell contraction
and the subsequent loss of functionality.

Later in this thesis I will introduce electrical coupling between heart tissue cells
as mechanism for coordination and it will identify concomitant changes of electrical
potentials (with respect to an arbitrary reference) to precede contraction. These changes
in the electrical potentials of the heart cells are the source of the electrocardiogram
(ECG), a standard diagnostic tool of cardiology [35, 36]. The signal is used to obtain
information about heart tissue regions non-invasively in a research branch called
electrocardiographic imaging [37]. It has risen a lot of interest over the last decade, see
for example the review by Yoram Rudy [38] or more recent reviews of machine learning
techniques applied in this field [39, 40]. This imaging technique already has been used
to guide ablation in patients [41]. It reconstructs the electrical potential distribution
on the heart surface based on the electrical signal on the body surface. However the
heart is also an excitable medium, a type of physical system and has a physical state
that develops over time. The literature mentioned does not make use of this in the
reconstruction process. On the other side to my knowledge little research has been
conducted on the data acquisition process used to obtain the ECG data. The second
part of my thesis is dedicated to improving the means needed for reconstructing the
electrical activity on the heart by (A) revisiting the data acquisition process for the
ECG and (B) suggesting a way to incorporate information about the heart being a
physical system in a physical state reconstruction process.

The every day scientific work of scientists is full of tasks. So many that scientists
have difficulties to keep up with literature [42], scientists tend to work on weekends [43–
45]. Concepts how to organise daily scientific work are difficult to find, while an
overwhelming number of tools exist. I noticed how difficult it was for me to keep
the bigger picture in mind during the every day scientific work. I wondered how can
I organise my scientific work in a way that I don’t forget it? In the third part of
this thesis I will — inspired by the paper by Florian Spreckelsen et al. [46] which I
co-authored — suggest a concept how to organise every-day scientific work and data
in order to help in contextualisation, improve traceability and ease collaborations and
reproducibility.
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The scope of this thesis
I conducted research on defibrillation. I built a in-sito equivalent of the experimental
setup used in the research group biomedical physics and together with Simon Wassing
who was Master student under my supervision I researched how the electrical current
behaves in the experimental setup (most of the current avoids the heart in ex-vivo
defibrillation experiments). Furthermore, I conducted experiments in a computer model
of an in-vivo experiment to understand how different positioning of defibrillators affects
the defibrillation current. I extended the numerical setup to also perform cardiac
dynamics simulations to help researching the inverse ECG.

In the research on the inverse ECG I have identified two blind spots in current
research: How can one compare reasonably a reconstructed solution with the signal’s
true source? Is there a way to make the ECG signal contain more information? I will
motivate why to research further in these topics and I will suggest two concepts that
make use of the underlying system being a time depended system. Two applications will
be used to motivate further research and identify problems in the developed concepts.

Lastly I came up in discussions with Alexander Schlemmer, a Postdoc in my group,
with a scheme how to organise the daily scientific work in a way it helps remember
how the daily task is attached to the scientific research goal — something I tended to
forget when focussing on the actual task only.

This makes this thesis and I have ordered it as follows: In the next Chapter,
Chapter 2 I will introduce background knowledge needed for the rest of this thesis. I
describe the concept how I suggest organising scientific work in the chapter thereafter,
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 I will describe how I obtained the geometrical models needed
for the in-sito experiments of the heart, of the heart substructure (fibre orientations)
and the position of implantable cardioverter defibrillators and the bone structure
from the medical image data. A description of the numerical experiments I have
developed will follow thereafter in Chapter 5. Thereafter I will shown in Chapter 6 how
defibrillation currents behave in-vivo and ex-vivo and in Chapter 7 I will present the
new concept I found as answers when I tried to understand the inverse ECG. Lastly I
will conclude in Chapter 8 this thesis and give an outlook on further research.
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Chapter 2

Background

This thesis has three main components. First I modelled parts of the ex-vivo experi-
mental setup and an in-vivo defibrillation experiment to understand the current flow
in defibrillation experiments and to generate in-silico ECG-Data. In preparation of
the numerical experiments I had to process medical data to obtain geometrical models
of the tissue, c.f. Section 4, I had to build a geometrical model of the ex-vivo setup
and to position the geometrical model of the heart into it, c.f. Section 5.1 and I had to
create a finite element mesh used to perform the calculations of the physical equations
described in Section 5.1.2.

2.1 The heart coordinates electrically
The heart tissue consists of three layers, the endocardium, the myocardium and the
epicardium [47]. The heart muscle encloses four heart chambers. When the heart
muscle cells (cardiomyocytes) contract, they reduce the volume of the chambers and
blood is pumped through the vessel system of the body. The four chambers are: two
large chambers at the lower1 part of the heart, the ventricles and two smaller chambers
at the upper side of the heart, the atria. Figure 2.1a shows these chambers and more
anatomical parts of the heart. The ventricular septum separates the left and the right
ventricle. The papillary muscle prevents the heart valves (bicuspid valve and tricuspid
valve) from opening into the left or right atrium. The inferior vena cava and the
superior vena cava are blood vessels bringing blood to the right atria which will then
be pumped into the lungs through the right ventricle. Thereafter the blood enters
the left part of the heart through the left pulmonary vein where it will be pumped
into the body through the left ventricle. The figure also shows the sinus node and the
atrioventricular node which play important roles in the conducting system of the heart
and will be explained below.

Figure 2.1b provides an overview over the structure of the heart muscle. At the
innermost position the endocardium is in contact with the blood inside the heart.
Attached to it, there is the myocardium. It consists of the heart muscle cells. It is

1Lower in the sense of further away from the blood vessels leaving the heart.
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Background

enclosed by the epicardium from the outside. This trinity forming the heart muscle
is enclosed by the pericardium, a sack like structure that prevents the heart from
contact with surrounding tissue allowing it to beat freely within the restrictions of the
pericardial structure [48].

Within the myocardium all cells types are interconnected by gap junctions [49].
This means that the cell interior is not self-contained. In particular this means that
neighbouring cells are coupled electrically and chemically [50]. Therefore electrical and
chemical impulses spread over myocardial tissue without the need of cells transmitting
the signal actively. This makes the heart muscle a functional syncytium [51].

The cell interiors are connected and separated from the exterior via the cell mem-
brane. Over this membrane is a potential difference caused by different ion concentration
inside and outside the cells [52]. This transmembrane voltage of a cardiomyocyte changes
rapidly before it contracts [53]. The time development of the transmembrane voltage is
called action potential of the cell and then one says the cell is excited. This excitation
spreads due to the syncytial nature of the heart to the surrounding myocardial cells
over the tissue. Therefore neighbouring cells contract shortly after each other.

Excitation impulses can be initiated by the heart itself. The sinoatrial node (c.f.
Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.1c) describes a region in the heart muscle enclosing the right
atrium of the heart holding pacemaker cells that self-depolarise and initiate spreads of
excitation. From there it spreads over the right atrium and via specialised cells in the
Bachmann’s bundle and several other tracks to the left atrium. Finally the excitation
wave arrives at the atrioventricular node from where it is routed through the Purkinje
fibres to the ventricular muscle. From there it spreads over the ventricles leading to
the coordinated contraction from the ventricle tip upwards [52].

So the heart as an organ initiates electrical excitation in the sinoatrial node and
transmits it over the heart muscle until finally the contraction follows this excitation
waves, i.e. it can be said the heart coordinates electrically.

2.2 Substructure in the heart muscle
The myocardial cells are cylindrical shaped with the short sides touching each other as
shown in Figure 2.1d. This organisation of the cells leads to a fibre-like structure. The
direction into which the fibres are oriented is called fibre direction [55]. At the ends of
the cells i.e. into fibre direction there are more gap junctions compared to the other
directions [56] which leads to greater conduction velocity of electrical impulses [57].
Furthermore the cardiomyocytes are not only organised in fibre direction but also in
sheets [58] with fewer gap junctions in sheet direction compared with the fibre direction
but more compared to the sheet-normal direction.

Therefore the heart muscle has an anisotropic microstructure. The local fibre, sheet
and sheet-normal direction can be accessed by diffusion tensor magnetic resonance
imaging [59]. This will be used in Section 2.5.1 and Section 4.2.3.
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2.2 Substructure in the heart muscle
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Inferior 
vena cava 

Papi llary 
muscle 

Sinus node 

Ventr icu lar septum 

General Introduction 

Atrioventricu lar node 

Leh at rium 

Left 

Bicuspid 
valve 

Fig. 1. Cutaway schematic view of heart demonstrating the rear portion. The nodes and specialized 
conduction pathways of the ventricles have been superimposed in the correct position in black 

close to the endocardium (NAVARATNAM 1980). This appears to be due to the 
orientation of muscle fibres along figure-of-eight pathways. In the left ventricle, 
for instance, the pattern is characterized by a train of muscle cells adjacent 
to the epicardium that spirals both down and into the wall, past midwall to 
the endocardial side, and then spirals up on the inside past the equator, where 
a similar route past midwall returns the fibre train back to the epicardial side. 
This completes the figure-of-eight by starting another figure-of-eight without 
actually joining it (see STREETER 1979). 

The epicardium is covered externally by a single layer of mesothelial cells 
supported by a thin layer of connective tissue. A subepicardial layer containing 
blood vessels, many neural elements and adipose tissue attaches the epicardium 
to the myocardium. 

The heart possesses a system of specialized cardiac muscle cells whose func-
tion it is to coordinate the heart beat by regulating the contractions of the 

(a) (b)

217

After initial sinoatrial nodal excitation, depolarization 
spreads throughout the atria. The exact mechanisms involved 
in the spread of impulses (excitation) from the sinoatrial 
node across the atria are somewhat controversial [36]. 
However, it is generally accepted that: (1) the spread of 
depolarizations from nodal cells can go directly to adjacent 
myocardial cells and (2) preferentially ordered myofibril 
pathways allow this excitation to rapidly transverse the right 
atrium to both the left atrium and the atrioventricular node. It 
is believed that there are three preferential anatomic conduc-
tion pathways from the sinoatrial node to the atrioventricular 
node (known as the node of Tawara) [37]. In general, these 
can be considered as the shortest electrical routes between 
the nodes. They are microscopically identifiable structures, 
appearing to be preferentially oriented fibers that provide a 
direct node-to-node pathway. In some hearts, pale staining 
Purkinje-like fibers have also been reported in these regions 
(tracts are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 13.1; also see 
Fig.  13.1 in the online supplemental material). More specifi-
cally, the anterior tract is described as extending from the 
anterior part of the sinoatrial node, bifurcating into the so-
called Bachmann’s bundle (delivering impulses to the left 
atrium) and a second tract that descends along the interatrial 
septum which connects to the anterior part of the atrioven-
tricular node. The middle (or Wenckebach’s pathway) 
extends from the superior part of the sinoatrial node, runs 
posteriorly to the superior vena cava, then descends within 
the atrial septum, and may join the anterior bundle as it enters 
the atrioventricular node. The third pathway is described as 
being posterior (Thorel’s) which, in general, is considered to 

extend from the inferior part of the sinoatrial node, passing 
through the crista terminalis and the Eustachian valve past 
the coronary sinus to enter the posterior portion of the atrio-
ventricular node. In addition to excitation along these prefer-
ential conduction pathways, general excitation spreads from 
cell to cell throughout the entire atrial myocardium via the 
specialized connections between cells, the gap junctions, 
which exist between all myocardial cell types (see below).

Toward the end of atrial depolarization, the excitatory sig-
nal reaches the atrioventricular node. This excitation reaches 
these cells via the aforementioned atrial routes, with the final 
excitation of the atrioventricular node generally described as 
occurring via the slow or fast pathways. The slow and fast 
pathways are functionally, and usually anatomically, distinct 
routes to the atrioventricular node. The slow pathway gener-
ally crosses the isthmus between the coronary sinus and the 
tricuspid annulus and has a longer conduction time but a 
shorter effective refractory period than the fast pathway. The 
fast pathway is commonly a superior route, emanating from 
the interatrial septum, and has a faster conduction rate but, in 
turn, a longer effective refractory period. Normal conduction 
during sinus rhythm occurs along the fast pathway, but 
higher heart rates and/or premature beats are often conducted 
through the slow pathway, since the fast pathway may be 
refractory at these rates.

Recent advances in the optical mapping of the human 
atrioventricular junction further elucidate the dual pathway 
electrophysiology [38]. More specifically, the dual charac-
teristics of this function have been revealed using an S1–S2 
pacing protocol; in this procedure, a stimulus (S1) of  constant 

Fig. 13.1 Conduction system 
of the heart. Normal 
excitation originates in the 
sinoatrial node and then 
propagates through both atria 
(internodal tracts shown as 
dashed lines). The atrial 
depolarization spreads to the 
atrioventricular node and 
passes through the bundle of 
His (not labeled) and then to 
the Purkinje fibers which 
make up the left and right 
bundle branches; 
subsequently all ventricular 
muscle becomes activated. AV 
atrioventricular, SA sinoatrial

13 Cardiac Conduction System

(c)

cell

Nucleus
separating membrane

(d)
Figure 2.1 – Figure 2.1a from [47]. Figure 2.1c from [49]. Figure 2.1b
from BruceBlaus. When using this image in external sources it can be cited
as: Blausen.com staff (2014). “Medical gallery of Blausen Medical 2014”.
WikiJournal of Medicine 1 (2). DOI:10.15347/wjm/2014.010. ISSN 2002-
4436. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blausen_0470_HeartWall.png),
„Blausen 0470 HeartWall“, Labelling adapted by B. Rüchardt,
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode. Figure 2.1d adapted
from [54].
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2.3 The loss of coordination: fibrillation
One part of Section 2.1 describes how an electrical impulse triggering contraction comes
from the sinoatrial nodes travels through the Purkinje fibres to the heart tip. From
there the impulse spreads over the tissue. The cells that were excited contract shortly
after — usually originating at the bottom of the heart and moving into the directions
of the blood vessels to pump blood into the blood circulatory system.

In normal heart beat the electrical impulse resembles a plane wave travelling from
the heart tip upwards. This organised pattern may however break into tachycardia and
fibrillation [60]. Tachycardia is associated with the electrical signal travelling in a spiral
like pattern [61]. As the mechanical contraction follows the electrical excitation, the
pumping is no longer optimised from the heart tip to the outlet into the blood system.
In this state the pumping functionality remains, however reduced. This is different for
fibrillation: the spiral waves break up forming much more complex spatio-temporal
patterns in and on the myocardium [62] and the heart looses its pumping functionality
leading to death within minutes.

Immediate clinical treatment comprises a electrical shock trying to reset the heart
into a uniform electrical state [63].

2.4 Accessing the electrical state of the heart
The electrical state of the heart is accessed clinically most commonly with the elec-
trocardiogram (ECG). The ion concentrations outside the heart produce an electrical
potential difference. The excitation waves travelling over the heart change this field,
an effect that is measurable at the body surface [64]. A standard medical procedure is
to measure the 12-lead ECG. Twelve electrodes are positioned onto a patient’s body
(Figure 2.2a). The electrode signals are referenced against a combination of the other
electrodes leading to electrode signals. Enormous amount of literature exist for medical
doctors how to interpret specific ECG signals and how to relate them to diseases,
e.g. [35, 65, 66].

In addition to this the branch of electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) is gaining
more attention. In ECGI as a first step the body surface potentials are recorded
with an electrode vest [67] c.f. Figure 2.2b. Based on the body surface potentials,
geometry information about the heart position and the vest electrode positions then
the underlying potential distribution on the heart surface is calculated [67].

2.5 Mathematical modelling of the electrical activ-
ity of the heart

The principal model to describe heart tissue dynamics is the bidomain model,
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(a)

342 A.N.E. 1999 Vol. 4 ,  No. 3 Rudy, et al. Noninvasive Electrocardiographic Imaging [ECGI) 

and epicardial potentials, respectively. The matrix 
A encodes the geometric relationship between the 
epicardial and torso surfaces as discretized through 
the BEM. A forward solution of Equation 1 to ob- 
tain torso surface potentials (V,) based on knowl- 
edge of the epicardial potentials (V,) and the geo- 
metric relationship (A) is well posed, stable, and 
accurate. This means that given the geometric re- 
lationship between the heart and torso and a set of 
epicardial potentials, the body surface potentials 
could be computed with high accuracy.48 The goal 
of ECGI, however, is to compute a solution to the 
inverse problem associated with Equation 1, that 
is, to obtain epicardial potentials (V,) from mea- 
sured torso potentials (V,). This procedure requires 
inversion of the large and i l l-c~nditioned~~ matrix 
A, a process that is very sensitive to small levels of 
recording noise and geometric error. This difficulty 
is overcome by imposing physiological constraints 
on the epicardial potential solutions, accepting 
only solutions that are consistent with known elec- 
trophysiological principles and properties of car- 
diac electric fields. Such properties include bounds 
on the amplitudes or derivatives of the potentials in 

and time.52s53 We have introduced such constraints 
through the use of Tikhonov regularization meth- 
odology49 in combination with the Composite Re- 
sidual and Smoothing Operator (CRESO) methods9 
to obtain stable and close estimates of the epicar- 
dial potentials. ECGI implemented using these 
methods requires knowledge of potentials over the 
entire torso surface and of the geometrical relation- 
ship between the torso and the heart. This infor- 
mation can be obtained completely noninvasively; 
torso potentials through the use of a multielectrode 
mapping system and geometrical parameters 
through the use of noninvasive anatomical imaging 
modalities such as CT, MRI, or biplane x-ray fluo- 
roscopy. Once epicardial potential maps are recon- 
structed for all time frames during the cardiac cy- 
cle, the sequence of epicardial maps can be used to 
generate epicardial electrograms (potential over 
time) at various locations on the epicardial surface. 
Local activation time is estimated at each location 
as the time of occurrence of maximum negative 
dV/dt ("intrinsic deflection") in the electrogram. 
Epicardial activation sequences are constructed 
based on these activation times and displayed as 
isochrone maps. 

space,34.35.38-41,43.50.51 in time,35,42 or both in space 
Figure 1.  A multielectrode vest for recording body sur- 
face potential maps (BSPMs). 

Body Surface Potential Mapping (BSPM) 
Methods 

The input to ECGI is the potential distribution 
over the entire torso surface at each instant during 
the cardiac cycle. To obtain this information, 
multi-electrode mapping systems that can record 
simultaneously from 180 or 224 channels have 
been developed in our laboratory.1.54'55 The passive 
electrodes are coated with Ag-AgC1 and connected 
to high input impedance amplifiers via wires with 
driven shields to reduce noise and allow recording 
without electrolytic gels. The electrodes are imbed- 
ded in a rubber vest for ease of application (Fig 1). 
A number of vest sizes are used to accommodate 
different body habitus. Potentials recorded by the 
mapping system are displayed on a rectangular 
grid representing the torso surface cut open at the 
right axillary line and unfolded (Fig.2). The ante- 
rior torso surface is displayed on the left half of the 
grid (from the reader's perspective); posterior torso 
surface on the right half (the center line is the left 
axillary line). 

(b)
Figure 2.2 – Figure 2.2a: The author while recording the 12-lead ECG. The electrodes
are placed at specific positions on the body. The reference for the electrode measurements
are combinations of the other electrodes. Figure 2.2b from [68].

ξCm
∂vm

∂t
+ ξIlocal = ∇σi∇vm + ∇σi∇ϕe, (2.1a)

∇σi∇vm + ∇(σi + σe)∇ϕe = 0, (2.1b)

with vm being the transmembrane voltage, ϕe being the extracellular potential, σi

being the conductivity tensor giving the conductivity inside the heart cells, σe the
conductivity in the domain outside the heart cells and Ilocal the current per unit cell
membrane through the cell membrane. The value of Cm gives the capacitance of the
cell membrane and ξ the ratio membrane to area [69]. There are models to describe the
term Ilocal. Overviews are given in reviews, e.g. in [70, 71]. Usually the publications
give derivative of the voltage with respect to time,

dv
dt = f(v, w⃗)

dw⃗
dt = g(v, w⃗),

(2.2)

with f , g being arbitrary functions and w⃗ being a vector of helper variables that
determine the local current behaviour. These relate to the Ilocal term from the bidomain
equations, Equations 2.1 via [69]
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Ilocal = −Cm
dv
dt − Iapp, (2.3)

where Cm is the membrane capacitance as above and Iapp is an externally applied
current.

There are two cases to consider regarding the boundary conditions of the heart.
Either the heart is treated as isolated, i.e. no currents are leaving the heart or coming
into the heart over the boundary leading to

n⃗(σi∇vm + ∇σi∇ϕe) = 0 (2.4)
∇σe∇ϕe = 0 (2.5)

on the boundary of the heart, ∂H, where n⃗ is the outwards pointing normal vector of
the boundary of the heart.

For the case that the heart is coupled to surrounding tissue following [69] the
boundary conditions become

n⃗σeϕe = n⃗σtϕt,

ϕe = ϕt

(2.6)

on the boundary between heart and surrounding volume with σt and ϕt representing
the conductivity and the potential in the surrounding volume, respectively, and n⃗
defined as before.

If the conductivity tensors σi and σe depend on each other linearly, the bidomain
equations can be simplified to the monodomain equation. The monodomain equation
only depends on the transmembrane voltage vm and therefore can be solved numerically
much more easily. It reads

λ

1 + λ
∇(σi∇vm) = ξCm

∂vm

∂t
+ ξIlocal (2.7)

where λ is a constant scalar factor that gives the linear dependence of the conductivity
tensors onto each other,

σe = λσi.

2.5.1 Anisotropic conductivities
The heart muscle conductivity is highly anisotropic. The reason for this is the organisa-
tion of the cells in the heart muscle tissue; the cells are organised in fibres with higher
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conductivity in fibre direction than perpendicular to it [56]. In addition, the fibres are
organised in sheets. Conductivity is highest in fibre direction, lower in perpendicular
to the fibre but within the sheet and lowest perpendicular to the sheet [69].

The fibre direction is not constant but varies among the heart, while the fibre, sheet
and sheet-normal conductivities are considered constant in this thesis. The local fibre,
sheet and sheet-normal direction is measured via diffusion tensor MRI [72]. Locally the
conductivity tensor can be given in the coordinate system formed by the fibre, sheet
and sheet-normal basis vectors, al, as, an multiplied by the corresponding conductivity
value σl,i/e, σs,i/e, σn,i/e of the fibre direction (subscript l), the sheet direction (subscript
s) or the sheet-normal direction (subscript n):

σlocal, i/e =

σl,i/e 0 0
0 σs,i/e 0
0 0 σn,i/e

 . (2.8)

This conductivity tensor is given in the local coordinate system with the basis al, as

and an. The conductivity tensor used in the equation is given in the global coordinate
system, i.e. the local conductivity tensor has to be spatially transformed into the
global coordinate system. This is done via a mapping A from the global x, y, z
coordinate system onto the (local) fibre, sheet and sheet normal coordinate system for
each point in space. This mapping is obtained for example via imaging techniques
or by heuristics. With the mapping known, the conductivities given in the local fibre
directions coordinate system can be transformed into the global coordinate system via

σi = Aσlocal, iA
T , (2.9)

σe = Aσlocal, eA
T . (2.10)

2.6 The Finite Element Method
Throughout this thesis, the finite element method was used to spatially discretise
Laplace-like derivatives. The finite element method approximates the real solution by
a finite set of basis functions forming the basis of a suitable function space. Solving the
mathematical problem reduces then to finding the coefficient for the basis functions of
the solution by solving a system of linear equations. In contrast to finite difference
methods the finite element method approximates the solution in the whole domain and
not at the centres of voxel that form the discretisation. Two steps are necessary to
employ the finite element method: (A) reformulate the partial differential equation
(PDE) problem as variational problem (B) discretise the problem’s domain. Figure 2.3
illustrates this concept.

There is a large amount of literature that covers the method from very theoretical
to very applied, e.g. [73–75]. In the following sections I will present the process to
obtain the system of linear equations.
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Discretisation cell Nodal value

Coarse
discretisation

Fine
discretisation

Adapted
discretisation

The finite element method: an illustration

f(x) = (2 x2)e 1.25x2cos (6x)
FEM solution
Nodal values

Figure 2.3 – Illustration of the idea behind the finite element method and the
effect of spatial discretisation on the approximated solution: The solution f(x)
of a partial differential equation (PDE) is approximated by interpolation functions
between the nodal values from a nodal basis (x coordinates of the red squares in the
figure). The nodal values are obtained by solving a system of linear equations. It
is set up by applying variational calculus to the original problem to form the weak
formulation of the problem followed by employing the discretisation of the domain (see
text). The interpolation functions are then defined by the nodal values at the boundary
the discretisation cell where the interpolation is performed. Note that in the illustration
linear interpolation was used. By adding more degrees of freedom within a cell also higher
order interpolation polynomials can be used. The interpolation functions are called finite
elements [73, p. 57] and should not be confused with the spatial discretisation cells. The
position of the points forming the nodal basis is defined by the domain discretisation.
The effect of spatial discretisation: The figure shows three exemplary discretisations.
Note that the nodal values always represent the true solution almost exactly. Upper
graph: a spatial discretisation that is too coarse will not reproduce features of the true
solution. A finer spatial discretisation is able to reproduce these features (centre graph).
Also is a problem-adapted spatial discretisation (lower graph): by the right choice of
nodal values the number of variables of the linear system describing the approximate
solution is small while the accuracy is high. The choice of interpolation functions in
the example forces the solution to be continuous on the cell boundaries but it is not
differentiable. There are other finite elements that suffice this condition.
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2.6.1 Spatial approximation of a function
In the finite element method the solution function u of a PDE is approximated by a
finite set of basis functions from a finite dimensional function space, i.e.

u ≈ uh(x) =
N∑
i

ciϕi,

where uh approximates the function u in the N -dimensional function space and with
the set of basis functions {ϕi}. These basis functions ϕi are called finite elements
(intuitively ‘finite element’ is associated with the spatial discretisation, this ambiguity
is also discussed in textbooks [73, p. 57]). It is common to discretise the spatial domain
into a finite mesh and define the finite elements, i.e. the basis functions of the function
space to only be non-zero on the corresponding spatial discretisation cell. Usually
the domain is either discretised into simplexes or into hypercubes. Depending on the
function space used the continuity of the solution uh(x) over spatial domains varies.
Most commonly finite elements are covered in [73, p. 57 ff.].

2.6.2 Variational formulation
The partial differential equation (PDE) has to be converted into the variational form
to apply the finite element method. This is done by multiplying the PDE with a second
function (‘test function’). Integrating the equation by parts then gives an equation
(the variational form). Variational calculus applied to ‘the right’ functional shows that
the function that solves the variational form independently of the test function also
solves the original PDE:

In the following, first the ‘right functional’ will be defined, minimised and then it
will be shown that the parts forming the functional can be identified with terms of the
PDE after multiplication with a test function and applying integration by parts. It
will be done following [73].

To define the functional, a symmetric positive bilinear form a and a linear form L
are defined over a linear space V :

a : V × V → R,
L : V → R.

One considers the functional J(v) defined as follows:

J(v) = 1
2a(v, v) + L(v). (2.11)

In the next step one considered a function u which minimises the functional. To
minimise the functional u has to fulfill the condition a(u, v) = L(v) independently of
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v. This can be seen if one consideres a small deviation vt from u and employs the
linearity of a and L:

J(u+ tv) = 1
2a(u+ tv, u+ tv) − L(u+ tv),

= 1
2
(
a(u, u) + t (a(u, v) + a(v, u)) + t2a(v, v)

)
− L(u) − tL(v),

= J(u) + t (a(u, v) − L(v)) + 1
2t

2a(v, v). (2.12)

It becomes apparent that Equation 2.12 is minimal if the condition a(u, v) = L(v)
is true for all v as stated above. To show that every minimum of J fulfils this, one
interprets the functional J(u + tv) as function of t. As J is minimal for u the first
derivative of J with respect to t has to vanish at u, i.e. at t = 0 independently of v.
From Equation 2.12 the derivative at u (t=0) is a(u, v) − L(v) != 0, where the != for
all v is enforced nu the condition that u mimimises J which is the condition found.

In the next step the bilinear form a and the linear form L are identified with the
terms of the variational form. The proof for this can be found e.g. in [73, p. 35]. The
result will be shown in the following. As PDE an elliptic boundary value problem of
second order (Poisson equation, the standard use case of the finite element method) on
a domain Ω is considered:

∇σ2∇u+ σ1∇u = f in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω.

This is multiplied with a test function v following the procedure mentioned above
— the goal is to obtain a second function representing v in the proof from above to
transform the system into a functional — and applying Green’s theorem results in

∫
ω

(σ1∇u∇v + vσ2∇u) dx =
∫
fvdx,

where already the boundary condition has been applied. The bilinear form a is now
defined as the left side of this equation and the linear form L as the right side:

a(u, v) :=
∫

ω
(σ1∇u∇v + vσ2∇u) dx, (2.13a)

L :=
∫
fvdx. (2.13b)

As now the terms from the functional J are defined by Equation 2.13, the minimisation
criterium for the variational form can be used to find the solution of the PDE.

This procedure from PDE to variational formulation is sometimes treated as a recipe,
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e.g. in [75] which focusses on solving PDEs numerically rather than the mathematical
aspect.

2.6.3 From variational formulation to a system of linear equa-
tions

For numerical simulations, the function space considered in the variational form is
spatially discretised2 with the ansatz from Section 2.6.1. This reduces the continuous
infinite function space to a finite space that can be handled numerically. The functional
J(v) from Equation 2.11 will be minimised in the spatially discretised function space,
i.e. the condition for minimisation is formulated with the discretised solution uh instead
of u:

a(uh, v) = L(v) for all v ∈ V. (2.14)

As uh and v can be represented by their basis function components, uh(x) = ∑N
i ciϕi

v(x) = ∑N
i diϕi (and as this condition has to hold independently of v it is enough to

consider the basis functions for v only) the linear and bilinear form can be rewritten as

a(uh,
N∑
j

ϕj) =
N∑
j

L(ϕj),

N∑
j

a(uh, ϕj) =
N∑
j

L(ϕj),

and replacing uh

N∑
j

a(
N∑
i

ciϕi, ϕj) =
N∑
j

L(ϕj) ⇔ (2.15)

N∑
i

ci · a(ϕi, ϕj) = L(ϕj) for j = 1, 2, . . . , N , (2.16)

where in the last step it has been made use of the linearity of a.
This can be written in matrix-vector notation

A · c⃗ = b⃗, (2.17)

where the entries of the matrix A are given by Ai,j = a(ϕi, ϕj) and bj = L(ϕj) and
where cj is the component of the jth basis function forming the solution uh. Note

2There exist also time-domain finite element approximations e.g. for the solution of wave equations,
c.f. [76].
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that all entries of the matrix and the vector b⃗ are known or imposed by a choice of
basis functions. This means obtaining the solutions to the partial differential equation
reduces to inverting the matrix A in order to obtain the components of the vector c⃗.

2.6.4 Finite difference approximation
An alternative method to spatially discretise the Laplace operator is the finite difference
method. A detailed description of the numerical method can be found in [77, p. 76 ff,
p. 104 ff]. In a domain discretised as regular grid in two dimensions, the term ∆u(x)
is approximated by the five-point-stencil by

∆u(x) ≈ u(x+ h, y) + u(x− h, y) + u(x, y + h) + u(x, y − h) − 4f(x, y)
h2 , (2.18)

where h is the step size in the uniformly discretised domain. A partial differential
equation becomes a system of ordinary differential equations then which can be used
with the known methods.
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Chapter 3

Measures for good digital scientific
practice

Scientific work has become digital work. However, are scientists prepared for this? My
answer will be: No, not in general and in the following I will argue why. In 2006 Neil
Beagrie notes not only that “digital resources and data are growing in volume and
complexity at a staggering rate” but also concludes that “significant effort needs to be
put into developing a persistent information infrastructure for digital materials and into
developing the digital curation skills of researchers and information professionals” [78].
Digital curation means “[. . . ] maintaining, preserving and adding value to digital
research data throughout its life cycle.” as defined by the digital curation centre [79].

On the one hand, this has been done: large research projects like the high-energy
physics experiment ATLAS at CERN have developed full data management systems [80].
On the other hand many paper results are not reproducible [81, 82]. Collins and Tabak
relate this among other things to poor training in experimental design [83]. As
experimental design includes data management therefore also in digital curation.

An interview study conducted at the Purdue University and the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2008 and 2009 [84] supports that training of scientists
in developing digital curation skills is neglected. It showed that the data curation
skills of the students depend on the individual training given by the researcher that
supervised them and concludes that there is an increasing need for data information
literacy skills. Also today, 10 years later data management or data curation training
is not mandatory in general during Bachelor’s or Master’s degree programmes and
students that were supervised by me showed very different data management and
curation skills.

This is problematic on the large scale. The United States Congress directed the
National Science Foundation (“an independent federal agency to ‘promote the progress
of science;[. . . ]’”[85]) to “[. . . ] define what it means to reproduce or replicate a study,
explore issues related to reproducibility and replicability across science engineering, and
assess any impact of these issues on the public’s trust in science.” [86]. It also affects
the daily life of scientists: when trying to reuse data, even in the same research group
(especially after the person who has conducted the data creation has left the group),
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when collaborating or when using the script of a colleague.
Based on an initiative of Alexander Schlemmer, we suggest in Florian Spreckelsen

et al. [46] an approach to tackle the problem of data being hardly traceable and
understandable. We identified the need for a simple, generic and standardized file
system layout that is easy to implement. We claim that the ‘chain of scientific data
management’ has three (separate) steps and within these steps we define projects
and entries, the latter carrying data and metadata. The implementation proposed to
achieve reproducibility and traceability will be described in Section 3.1.

Subsequent to data organisation is data creation process organisation. Data creation
processes usually aim at answering a scientific question. Subsequent to the data
organisation paper I developed a ready-to-implement concept to contextualise the
daily scientific work into the broader picture and to highlight the goal of the current
task as the literature covers good scientific practice in general and the problem of
reproducibility but does not give concrete implementable concepts. I will present a
practical approach that emerged in the aftermath of the work on the paper to keep
track of the activities that form the scientific work in Section 3.2.

A condicio sine qua non for reproducibility is to document the parameters of the
scientific tasks conducted. Section 3.5 will present the approach used within this thesis
based on the CaosDB data model definition [87].

3.1 A file system structure to foster traceability
This section summarises the file system structure published in [46]. To organise scientific
data in a standardised fashion we suggest a three-level hierarchy including a standard
for naming conventions. The first hierarchy level sorts data in one of four categories
(see below) which we identified to form the chain of scientific data management. The
second level assigns the data to a project while the third level is a folder containing
the data in an arbitrary substructure and a README.md file containing metadata.
The metadata file is expected to hold at least the information who is responsible for
the data and a description.

The four categories identified are: ExperimentalData, SimulationData, Publications
and DataAnalysis. The project folder names are expected to start with the year the
project was started followed by the name, i.e. they had the form YYYY _projectname.
The data level (called Entry in the publication) was expected to have the form YYYY-
MM-DD[_name]1 where in case that the exact date is difficult to determine (e.g. if
the corresponding data are acquired over multiple days) an approximate date is ‘good
enough’. This results in the following hierarchy:

1. Category: One of ExperimentalData, SimulationData, Publications or DataAnal-
ysis,

2. Project: A project name of the form YYYY _projectname,
1_name was not mandatory in the original publication.
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ScientificWorkCategory
YYYY_projectname

YYYY-MM-DD_scientific-activity-1-name
README.md
...
...
...

YYYY-MM-DD_scientific-activity-2-name
README.md
...

Figure 3.1 – Generalisation of the file system layout proposed by Spreckelsen et al.
in [46] by expanding the first level to an arbitrary category. Each scientific activity is
placed in the third level of the three-level hierarchy concept. The first level separates
different types of (scientific) work. The second level assigns a scientific activity to a
concrete project. The year the project was started is prepended to the project name. The
files and folders that contain the work related to a scientific activity are stored in the third
level with the date the scientific activity (roughly) was started prepended. It contains a
file ‘README.md’ which provides metadata at will and at least the responsible person
and a short description of the scientific activity. Next to the ‘README.md’ there are
other folders (‘. . . ’ in the graph). They will be described in Section 3.4.

3. Entry: A container with actual results of experiments, simulations or analysis;
the name of the corresponding folder is of the form YYYY-MM-DD_name,

with the Entry level containing a README file, README.md that stores a responsible
person and description of the data and additionally arbitrary metadata. Note that in
the publication was mentioned that more categories or different categories might be
used. More details can be found in the paper [46]. A visualisation already including
the changes suggested in the next section is provided in Figure 3.1.

3.2 A concept to contextualise daily scientific work
Scientists have to perform many different kind of tasks. They are often from different
projects and they are different kind of tasks, often depending on what the next deadline
or meeting is. Scientific work would be eased if there was a concept for task management
that allows to organise the daily scientific work, that provides an overview over the
activities performed and in the best case fosters good scientific practice in order to
facilitate traceability and reproducibility of scientific work. I will present a concept
that is based on being able to answer the questions “what am I doing” and “what am
I doing it for?” whenever one works on a task.

Answering the questions needs to understand the what in the question ‘what am I
doing?’, i.e. the what in the translated question ‘what is my current scientific work’.
This ‘what’ refers to the fundamental unit of the scientific work that is performed.
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Publications Data

DataAnalysis

Numerical

Experimental

Category 1

Projects+
2

ScientificActivity+
3

…

Input Activity Output

Organisation of Scientific Work

(a)

Input

ScientificActivity

Output

Data model for a ScientificActivity

Property

PropertyOperation

Property

Method

Property

Property

…

…

Blue framed: Properties with name and value(s)

Purple framed: DataModels. Hold the name of the 
entity and the identifying parameter values

(b)
Figure 3.2 – Figure 3.2a: Visualisation of the three-level hierarchy model proposed as a
model to think of scientific work. The first level category (1) categorises which type of
work the researcher is doing. This differs very much between different research groups.
The idea is to answer the question “what am I doing?” by the name of the category.
The second level answers the question “what do I do it for?”. Based on the assumption
that scientific work is organised in projects. This level assigns the work to a project
(2). The third level ScientificActivity (3) is the activity itself. Further structure for the
scientific activity level will be provided in 3.4. The file system layout followed this model.
Figure 3.2b shows the approach to represent an abstract scientific activity as a data
model. A data model in this context is meant to store information. In this context, the
individual tasks and their parameter are the information to store: A scientific activity is
composed of entities. These entities are themselves data models and carry properties.
The properties are name – value pairs which define the concrete representation of the
(abstract) data model. Initiated by Alexander Schlemmer and thereafter together with
him we worked on documenting scientific work with this approach.
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3.3 Complementarity between the previous sections

I will call it a scientific activity. Scientific activities are manifestations of one sort
of scientific work like for example data analysis, realisation of a real or numerical
experiment, visualisation of data, or research field specific sorts of work (see below for
an example used in the course of this thesis). Identifying the sorts of scientific work
that one performs will provide a pool of answers to specify an activity. To answer the
question ‘what am I doing’ then reduces to picking the scientific work category the
scientific activity belongs to.

Answering the question “what am I doing it for?” will be done by contextualising
the current task to the bigger picture, i.e. to the current goals. The goals are usually
organised in projects, the question ‘what am I doing this for?’ then can be answered
by: ‘Ah yeah, I wanted to check [. . . ] for the project [. . . ]’. The current projects create
a pool of answers which help to contextualise ones work.

To summarise, this concepts has three components that help a researcher to
understand what they is doing and what they is doing it for :

1. ScientificWorkCategory: Describe the sort of scientific work performed.
2. Project: Scientific work tries to achieve a goal. These goals are organised in

projects. Saving the work alongside the goal focusses on why the activity is done.
3. ScientificActivity: a actual realisation of a scientific activity. Each step towards

the goal is separated. This forces to think of what he / she is actually doing.

This concept is visualised in Figure 3.2a.
I used the scientific work categories NumericalExperiments, DataAnalysis, Visuali-

sationScripts, SoftwareDevelopment, FemMeshCreation and TryingOut to categorise
my scientific work activities in the course of this thesis.

3.3 Complementarity between the previous sections
The previous section and the section before both come up with a three level hierarchy.
Both categorise their entity – data or a scientific activity – on the first level, assign
their entity to a project and in the last hierarchy level place the entity itself. This
similarity invites to combine the technical implementation of a standardised file system
structure and the conceptual approach to think about scientific work to

A) Organise scientific activities on the file system similar to how Spreckelsen et
al. [46] organise scientific data.

B) Open the Category level of the file system layout structure to contain more
categories, determined by the need of the research environment.

C) Apply the concept of metadata storage to scientific activities.

It is not an easy task to extend the categories on the file system. The set of
categories chosen by a researcher is not predetermined by a physical law. Therefore
different researchers may come up with different categorisations for similar data and
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scientific work categories. But it is important that within one file system structure
categories are chosen meaningful and unambiguous.

To the predefined data categories SimulationData, DataAnalysisOutput (renaming
the category DataAnalysis from [46]) I added the data categories FemMeshes, Segmen-
tations and Visualisations to the file system. The aforementioned research categories
were used to structure scientific activities on the file system. In the scope of this work I
used NumericalExperiments, DataAnalysis, VisualisationScripts, SoftwareDevelopment,
FemMeshCreation and TryingOut to classify scientific activities.

3.4 Structuring scientific activities
Up to this point I have suggested a concept of scientific work that can be emulated on
the file system using the structure proposed by Spreckelsen et al. [46]. I introduced
scientific activities as smallest entity of scientific work. In this section I will specify
scientific activities further.

I define a scientific activity as smallest unit of scientific work. Sometimes it might
be that several tasks have to be done to finish one scientific activity. However as long
as they cannot stand on their own I don’t consider them a scientific activity. As a
result one scientific activity is associated with only one scientific task. The activity
is defined by the sequence of operations, i.e. sub tasks performed within the activity.
E.g. (i) loading input, (ii) applying a filter, (iii) use a model, (iv) transforming data,
(v) calculating a quantity, (vi) saving output – usually defined by a computer code
script – and possibly by parameters used to adjust the operations. Parameters could
be the bandwidth of the filter in the example or the parameters of a model that was
utilised. Figure 3.2b shows an overview over the different parts of a scientific activity
including a concept that will be presented in the next section.

The most general concept of an activity is: 1. input 2. activity 3. output. For
example a data analysis script gets raw data to analyse and operates on them to
produce output, the result of the analysis. Note that the input usually is the output of
another scientific activity.

This concept of (input), activity and output can be reproduced on the file system
below the scientific activity level: an input folder holds links to activities the activity
is based on. The output folder where this activity output data is stored in the data
structure is linked in the activity folder. For a folder representing a scientific activity
this leads to the following file system substructure:

• Input [optional]: Links to the input data were stored here
• Activity: Realisation of the scientific activity
• Output: Link to the activity’s output folder

This is visualised in Figure 3.3. The linking ensures that data and scripts are kept
separately.
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YYYY-MM-DD_scientific-activity-1-name /
Input/
Activity /
Output/
README.md

Figure 3.3 – Scientific activity folder structure: A README.md file provides meta in-
formation about the activity. The other files in the folder are structured as follows:
Input: Input parameters are stored or created here. Preprocessing: Scripts doing the
preprocessing are stored in this folder. Activity: Scripts performing the actual activity
are stored in this folder, the folder is named to the first level in the hierarchy. Output:
All kind of output files are stored here. Other subprocesses might be added depending
on the specific activity.

In addition I suggest to subclassify an activity itself in pre_activity, activity and
post_activity. With this scheme scientific activities can be standardised. A standardised
activity script in python is presented in listing 3.1.

3.5 Scientific activity parameter documentation
The last section identified scientific activities as a number of operations and correspond-
ing parameters. Documentation of parameters of the operations forming a scientific
activity is crucial for reproducibility and activity documentation. Therefore Alexander
Schlemmer and I developed a concept on how to store scientific activity data based on
the CaosDB data model framework published by Fitschen et al. [87]. The scientific
activity is split into single operations. Each operation may have parameters (see
above) that are associated with it. Traceable documentation needs not only to store
all parameters but should also include the activity they belong to. This results in a
scientific activity model (in analogy to a data model presented by Fitschen et al.) as
presented in Figure 3.2b.

3.6 Summary and Discussion
I started with the claim that (in general) scientists are not prepared for their work
to have become digital. No wonder in a world where scientific research has become
increasingly complex and accessibility to information has reached unprecedented levels.
This brought me to a concept where scientific activities are the base unit of scientific
work and which allowed to structure the daily digital scientific work accordingly.

One step further I reported on how to continue this process to structure the every
day scientific work on the scientific activity level. I identified two complementary
concepts: the first is to structure the scientific activity in Input, Output and Activity, a
concept that I have translated to the organisation of the scientific work on the computer.
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1 import argparse
2 import GoodScientificPractice as gsp
3 import utilities as uts
4

5 def _activity_arguments ():
6 parser = argparse . ArgumentParser ()
7 """ ... add arguments ... """
8 return vars( parser . parse_args ())
9

10 def pre_activity ():
11 args = _activity_arguments ()
12 inputs = gsp. InputLogger ()
13 outputs = gsp. Outputs (args[" output_folder "])
14 # Mark InputDocumentation for saving
15 outputs . add_output (" InputDocumentation .txt", gsp. writers .

obj_as_stringrep ( inputs ))
16

17 file_path = args[" input_files "]
18 # log input files
19 for filename in file_path :
20 inputs .log(filename , " SimulationOutputFile ")
21 files = [uts.load(fp) for fp in file_path ]
22

23 return {" outputs ": outputs , " inputs ": inputs , " file_content ":
file_content }

24

25 def activity ( file_content , outputs , ** kwargs ):
26 """ ... Perform activity ... """
27 return {" outputs ": outputs }
28

29 def post_activity (outputs , ** kwargs ):
30 """ ... Save marked outputs ... """
31 outputs . save_current ()
32

33 def main ():
34 pre_activity_output = pre_activity ()
35 activity_output = activity ( ** pre_activity_output )
36 post_activity ( ** activity_output )
37

38 if __name__ == " __main__ ":
39 main ()

Listing 3.1 – Minimal Scientific activity code. The activity is split into three parts:
pre_activity, activity and post_activity. Inputs, parameters and outputs are logged with
a python package GoodScientificPractice [88] developed as part of this thesis. Parameter
documentation strongly builds on work done by Alexander Schlemmer and the CaosDB
data model [87].
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3.6 Summary and Discussion

The second is to structure a scientific activity within itself into pre_activity, activity
and post_activity.

Application of these concepts have the potential to increase productivity, traceability
of scientific work performed and it did so for me within this thesis. It helped to find
and to reuse data and scripts especially between me and the students that I supervised.

This aspects are relevant on the personal level. However it has also the potential to
increase the quality of scientific work: I believe that reproducibility and traceability
will be eased if a underlying concept is applied compared to an unguided approach in
which scientists create their data management concepts on the fly.

The work with the concept of scientific activities and the substructure of them
emerged casually the idea of applying the CaosDB data model approach initially
intended to document scientific data also to scientific activities.

There is something else that is important to mention: this concept can be used
as a guide on how to think of ones everyday scientific work. However I do not want
to impress this concept on anyone. As long as a scientist has found their own way
through the demanding scientific daily routine and as they is happy with their own
way I don’t want them to change anything. I put this chapter in this thesis for people
that have not yet found their way and are (like I am) persons that prefer to have a
framework to conduct their work in.

I believe that consciously separating scientific activities and scientific data will help
scientist to order their scientific work.
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Chapter 4

Medical Image Processing

In this work I performed simulations based on medical data. In order to obtain
simulation meshes for the finite element method, those data had to be preprocessed.
This includes:

• Segmentation of the tissue
• Extract surface data for the volumes
• Post-processing the surfaces with meshlab

Medical data included C-arm x-ray machine data, MRI and diffusion MRI data. All
data were provided by Dr. Claudia Richter. All data were measured with Göttingen
minipigs.

4.1 Tissue segmentation
The process of identifying different regions in medical image data is called segmentation.
Segmentation of all medical data was done using 3D slicer [89–92]. The corresponding
user guide [93] provides a section about image segmentation and further links to
tutorials, which I have been following in this thesis. The program’s segmentation
module is described in [94]. Medical image data were processed by me, by me with
help of Dr. Claudia Richter, and by master student Simon Wassing and bachelor
student Benjamin Weiß. All segmentations are based on an intensity / signal value
which changes depending on the kind of tissue. Tools in the segmentation module help
marking the 3D volume of tissue based on marked tissue cross sections in 2D slices.
Many tools are built-in, in addition I used the Fill between slice algorithm [95] and the
Grow from seeds algorithm [96].

4.1.1 C-arm in-vivo data
C-arm data from a Göttingen minipig were provided by Dr. Claudia Richter. A C-arm
can produce 3D images using x-rays. The resulting data contain for each voxel the
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intensity. Variations in intensities between the voxels are caused by different absorption
coefficients of the corresponding tissue. Denser tissue absorbs more x-rays. C-arm
machines can be used with living animals. The Göttingen minipig of which the scan
was taken had a catheter electrode and an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD)
implanted. Segmentation was done together with Dr. Claudia Richter. To handle the
large grey-scale space, only voxel in a certain range are displayed with grey scale values,
while the rest is black / white. This range of intensities displayed is called window,
the position on the greyscale scale is called level. Figure 4.1 shows how changing these
values affects the displayed window (i.e. the image that underlays the segmentation).
From Figure 4.2 it can be seen that separating the heart from the surrounding tissue
is difficult because the fat tissue surrounding the heart and the heart muscle show the
same absorption. It was not possible to properly separate the heart muscle from the
blood inside the heart based on the data obtained.

The boundaries of the segmented tissue were exported as .stl surface data for further
processing.

4.1.2 MRI Data
The segmentation process of the MRI data is described in the theses of Benjamin
Weiß [97] and Simon Wassing [98]. These data were provided by Dr. Claudia Richter,
too. The imaging process was conducted on a Göttingen minipig in-vivo. To increase
the contrast between blood (in the blood vessels and in the heart chambers) and the
heart muscle tissue, a contrast agent was used. The high contrast between blood
and surrounding tissue allowed to segment the blood vessels and heart chambers very
accurately as can be seen in Figure 4.4a. Benjamin Weiß used this data in combination
with the C-arm in-vivo data to overlay the medical images in a process called registration
and displayed the resulting data in virtual reality. He successfully combined data from
a C-arm scan and an MRI scan to align the heart in an combined image. However there
were still errors for other, e.g. the vena cava which did not align after the registration
had completed. Registration was done using 3D Slicer. The virtual reality rendering
was done in Paraview [99, 100]. The data used were defibrillation currents in the
ex-vivo setup (see Section 5.1.3.4). This work was supervised by me, the results in
detail can be found in [97].

4.1.3 Diffusion MRI data
The heart muscle is structured in sheets and the sheets are structured in fibres. The
fibre and sheet orientation impacts the conductivity in these directions as described
at the end of Section 2.5. The diffusion tensor MRI measures the diffusion of water
molecules in the volume. The diffusion is highest in direction of the fibres as there are
more gap junctions. There are two directions perpendicular to the fibre direction. The
direction with the second highest diffusion is within a muscle sheet while the third
direction is perpendicular to both, fibre and sheets.
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4.2 Segmentation data post-processing

The diffusion rate does not give the conductivity in that direction. Conductivity
in the aforementioned directions has to be measured separately and will be employed
as describe in Section 2.5.1. The diffusion MRI data were provided by Dr. Claudia
Richter. The measurement was conducted ex-vivo. Segmentation was mainly done by
Simon Wassing and is described in his master’s thesis [98]. He built on work done by
Benjamin Weiß. The explanted heart has a very high contrast to the surrounding fluid
and therefore segmentation can be done with great detail as can be seen in Figure 4.4b.

Further processing of the segmented tissue needed only the outer most surface of
each volume. The boundaries of the segmented tissue were exported as .stl surface
data for further processing, the diffusion tensor data were exported as .NRRD files.

4.2 Segmentation data post-processing
The surfaces of the segmented volumes in slicer were exported as .stl surface data. For
the case of the diffusion tensor data, it had to be taken care of exporting the surface
data and the diffusion tensor data in the same spatial coordinate system. 3D Slicer
uses the right-anterior-superior coordinate system [102], i.e. the diffusion tensor data
were saved in this coordinate system. This option has to be chosen explicitly on export
of the surfaces. The surface data obtained from the segmentation had a comparably
high number of faces and fine structures which were not considered necessary for
the simulations. To reduce the number of faces and to smooth the surfaces I used
meshlab [103] and later gmsh [104]. The tools and procedures used will be covered in
Section 4.2.1.

A second post-processing operation necessary was to move and rotate the meshes
such that they fit in geometries designed for the numerical experiment, c.f. Section 5.1.1.
In the case of the diffusion MRI data, this also included transforming the associated
diffusion-MRI tensors indicating the fibre orientation. This process will be covered in
Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Surface mesh post-processing
Post-processing of the surfaces was done in meshlab [103] and in the course of the thesis
in gmsh. Details were reduced as the segmentations weren’t done in very high detail
and details require a high mesh resolution resulting in long computation duration. This
was done manually for the C-arm data using various meshlab filter scripts. For the MRI
and diffusion MRI data the meshlab filter Remeshing: Isotropic Explicit Remeshing and
the smoothing filter Laplacian Smooth [105] were used. The first performs operations
to improve and remesh a mesh based on the existing mesh reducing the total number of
surfaces representing the mesh. The latter smooths edges in the geometry. Remeshing
and smoothing was necessary because the finite element solver doesn’t converge for
volumetric meshes with very low mesh quality. More about mesh quality can be read
e.g. in [106] and the references therein. As the segmentation of the in-vivo c-arm data
is very rough, the mesh didn’t have to be very detailed and a comparably large mesh
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surface discretisation could be used, as can be seen by comparing Figure 4.3a and
Figure 4.3b.

4.2.2 Coordinate transformations
The segmented surfaces were placed into a geometrical model, either a model for the
pig body or — in most simulations — in a geometrical model of the experimental setup,
c.f. Section 5.1.1. Therefore the coordinates had to be transformed. This was done
manually using meshlab. First the necessary angles for rotation and translation were
determined by rotating the heart in a way the vector of the aorta leaving the heart
muscle points in z-direction, mimicking the position in the experiments. Thereafter
the heart was translated to fit the position in the geometrical model, i.e. the heart
centre was at x⃗centre heart = (0, 0, 40). The necessary rotations and translations were
tested with the outer boundary of the heart muscle and then applied to the hollows in
the inner using a filter script and meshlab server to automatically transform all related
meshes at once.

Transformation of the diffusion tensor data was implemented by me based on the
meshlab filter script. Rotation of the coordinate system also affects the tensor data. A
rotation of the image coordinate system represented by the rotation matrix R implies
a transformation of the diffusion tensor [107]. This means for the diffusion tensor Di,j,k

at voxel with index i, j, k

D′ = RDRT ,

where D′ the diffusion tensor in the new coordinate system and RT represents the
transposed matrix R. The diffusion tensors are invariant under translation, i.e. the
spatial coordinates could be translated without the need to adapt the diffusion tensors.

4.2.3 From diffusion tensor data to conductivities
The cardiac muscle cells are organised fibres and sheets. The conductivity in fibre
direction is larger compared to the conductivity in sheet direction which again is
larger to the conductivity perpendicular to the sheet. This information is expected
to influence defibrillation currents and will therefore be measured and used in the
numerical framework. The diffusion tensor data represent the diffusivity in each
direction in the lab coordinate system. In order to obtain the fibre, sheet and sheet-
normal directions, the eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor at each pixel have to be
calculated for the diffusion tensor of each voxel. Thereafter to obtain the global
conductivity tensor following the theory described in Section 2.5, the fibre, sheet and
sheet-normal conductivities were taken from literature and are indicated in Table 4.1.

The diffusion tensors of the segmented heart volume showed in about 3 % negative
eigenvalues. Diffusion tensors are assumed to be positive definite and negative eigen-
values are explained by noise [109], therefore I considered these values measurement
errors and I interpolated the fibre, sheet and sheet-normal vectors of those voxel based
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Table 4.1 – Conductivities. σl, σt and σn are taken from [69], σfat is taken from [108].

σl σt σn σfat
conductivity [µS/cm] 3000 1000 315.25 333

on the surrounding voxel using the LinearNDInterpolator of scipy [110] if possible. If
the voxel’s orientation data could not be interpolated because they laid outside the
convex hull of the segmented heart tissue, I replaced them by isotropic tensors with
the conductivity of fatty tissue. The reasoning behind this is: (A) the diffusion tensor
MRI data could be very easily distinguished from the solution outside of the heart
as they were measured ex-vivo (B) if the neighbouring voxel does not provide a fibre
direction the voxel is not part of the heart muscle tissue (C) as it is not part of the
heart muscle tissue but not part of the enclosing solution either it is fat. In addition I
implemented gaussian smoothing to reduce the effect of noise.

This gave me direction which I transformed as described in Section 4.2.2 based
on the transformation script saved with meshlab in order to fit the final numerical
experiment setup, c.f. Section 4.2.2. I then interpolated the fibre orientation data (that
are stored on a 3D regular grid) to the centres of the tetrahedral cells forming the
volumetric finite element mesh. In the case that the simulation domain contains mesh
cells outside the heart boundary, the .stl data from the segmentation were used to set
cells outside the heart tissue to be of isotropic conductivity with a conductivity value
chosen by the user, i.e. to the conductivity of the surrounding medium.
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 4.1 – Effect of changing the window size and the level of the intensities displayed
in 3D slicer. Figure 4.1a: Reference image. The heart (centre, in red), cross sections
of multiple rips (surrounding the heart left and right, in yellow) and an implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator (right in blue) can be seen. Figure 4.1b: The window in which
the grey scales are resolved is shifted to lower values changing the level displayed. Intensity
values that appeared dark before are now displayed bright. Figure 4.1c: The value level
now is kept constant (i.e. the central position of the window in intensity space) but
the window size (i.e. the width of the interval displayed) is increased leading to more
intensity values being considered displaying the image. Small variations in intensity
then are less fine resolved leading to a smaller contrast. The density of the part of the
body that is being segmented, the level and the window size are changed in order to
make the difference to surrounding tissue as visible as possible. Algorithms help in the
segmentation by detecting boundaries or by connecting 2D segmented tissue slices with
each other.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.2 – Medical C-arm in-vivo data from a Göttingen minipig segmentation:
Figure 4.2a: Before segmentation. The window and level values are adapted to make
the bones and metal visible. The upper left image shows the bone structure and the
catheter in the heart. The upper right picture is empty. It will depict the segments
in 3D. The lower left shows the spine, an ICD and adumbrates the heart muscle. The
lower right picture suggests also a shape of the heart muscle, and contains cross sections
of the rips. In addition, a second ICD can be seen on the lower right in that picture.
Figure 4.2b: The same picture with segmented materials highlighted. Bone structure is
shown in purple, heart tissue in green, the ICD in use in light blue and the catheter in
brown (only 3D view). Upper right: 3D view of the segments.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3 – Medical C-arm in-vivo data from a Göttingen minipig surface meshes:
three ICD positions are segmented in blue, the bone structure is coloured white, the heart
is coloured in red and inside the heart the catheter can be seen in yellow. Figure 4.3a:
Exported surface data from 3D slicer shown in meshlab before surface mesh simplification.
Figure 4.3b: The surface meshes after simplification and smoothing in meshlab. Note
that the bone structure changes slightly with the remeshing process and that the number
of cells decreases.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4 – Figure 4.4a: Segmentation of the in-vivo MRI data conducted by Simon
Wassing and Benjamin Weiß. In data acquisition a contrast agent was added to increase
the contrast between blood in the blood vessels and heart chambers and the heart muscle
tissue. As a result, the blood is easy to see in the segmentation process. In the image
the volume that defines the outer boundary of the volume considered being the heart
muscle is overlaid in transparent dark-red. Abbreviations used are LV: left ventricle,
LA: left atrium, RA: right atrium, AO: aorta, VC: vena cava, PA: pulmonary artery,
IVC: inferior vena cava, PV: pulmonary veins. Simplification of the surface mesh was
done during volumetric mesh creation using gmsh, see Section 5.1.2. Figure 4.4b: Fibre
orientation data displayed in 3D slicer. The colours indicate the fibre direction based
on the colouring explained in [101]. The lower panels show the direction of the fibre
orientation in exemplary slices. The upper left panel shows the fibre direction in the
slice that is also displayed in the 3D view (upper right) as tubes. Upper right panel:
The segmentation of the heart is shown in transparent white. The cross section from
the upper left panel is shown including the tubes indicating the fibre orientation at the
corresponding voxel.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Experiments

A large part of this thesis was to design numerical experiment setups based on the real
experimental setup. Section 5.1.3 describes the geometrical models designed to model
real world experiments. The second section of this chapter, Section 5.2 describes the
numerical experiments conducted using the numerical setups.

5.1 Numerical experiments design
I have developed several geometrical setups used to conduct numerical experiments.
The setup design is done in two steps:

• Creation of a geometrical model
• Spatial discretisation of the model

This process is independent of the actual numerical experiment and will be described
in the first two Sections, Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. Thereafter Section 5.1.3 introduces
the actual setups used. An overview of the base for the modelling process if applicable,
the geometrical models and the discretised models is given in Figure 5.1 at the end of
this section.

5.1.1 Geometric Design
Geometric design was done in the meshing software Gmsh [104]. Gmsh combines CAD
functionality and 3D mesh generation capabilities. Geometries will be built based on
a script in the Gmsh scripting language which defines geometrical entities, physical
regions and options for the discretisation process. Gmsh also offers a graphical user
interface. There are features that are only available in the scripting language therefore
this approach was used in this thesis.

Geometric design consisted of two different types of work. One the one hand
it meant to do geometric (re–)design of elements that are used in the real world
experiments. Section 5.1.1.1 describes how this process is done in Gmsh. On the other
hand I incorporated the segmentations obtained from medical image data as described
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in Chapter 4. During the course of this thesis I used two different approaches to handle
this as will be described in Section 5.1.2.

5.1.1.1 CAD design

Gmsh offers two kernels to design the geometry, the built-in kernel and the open
cascade kernel. While the open cascade kernel allows to shortcut design because
some geometries (e.g. a box or a sphere) are predefined, the built-in kernel had to be
used as I used features only implemented in the latter. Using the built-in kernel, the
geometrical model has to be built by hand, starting defining the points of the features
used, connecting the points to lines, defining surfaces by the lines enclosing them and
finally defining volumes in the geometry by their boundary surfaces. In Gmsh, points,
lines, surfaces and volumes are called geometry entities and they are identified by an
integer. Geometrical entities can be grouped in so called physical groups. The physical
groups are identified by an integer tag. The tag will be stored alongside the discretised
data. This allows marking of different subregions and transferring this information to
programs performing the numerical experiments.

In order to produce flexible and reusable code, Gmsh allows to use macros. Macros
resemble functions in other programming languages and can be reused in the geometrical
design process. However macros do not run in their one scope but execute the macro as
if the code was copied to the position where the macro was called. This means care had
to be taken to not overwrite already used variables. A list of the macros interfaced for
other users is given in 5.1. It is crucial to store the boundaries of the created entities
to ensure that the entity can be separated from the surrounding volumes.

The physical tags associated with each region are written out on region creation
alongside a string describing the region for automated reuse in the numerical experi-
ments and for documentation, i.e. using the tag file specific regions can be identified
by a name and not by remembering the right tag from the physical region definition.

Using this, a model for the experimental setup and for the multi-electrode measuring
panels used in the experiment were built based on technical drawings provided by
Laura Díaz. In addition a model for a pair of cylindrical electrodes to simulate a dipol
and a model for shock electrodes based on the real experimental geometries were built.
These were not constructed following technical drawings.

5.1.1.2 Including existing surface meshes

The segmentation process, c.f. Chapter 4 resulted in .stl surface mesh data. Gmsh
allows to import these surfaces. Without further processing, Gmsh uses the surface
discretisation and constructs the 3D mesh based on the already existing surface
discretisation in the .stl file. Alternatively, a geometrical model will be built based on
the discretised .stl surfaces and used to remesh the surface in Gmsh, see [111]. Both
approaches have been used in this thesis. The latter proved more useful because it
allows to skip the remeshing steps described in Section 4.2.1 and allows to use the
Gmsh framework to set mesh densities and use the Gmsh algorithms to improve the
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Figure 5.1 – CAD-designed components used in the thesis. All design has been done in
Gmsh. Subfigures 5.1a, 5.1a: technical drawings provided by Laura Díaz of the Langen-
dorff perfusion bath and the multi-ECG panel. Subfigures 5.1d – 5.1f: corresponding
CAD-models in Gmsh and spatially discretisations, respectively. Subfigures 5.1g — 5.1j:
the CAD models of the dipol and the shock electrode and their spatial discretisation.
These models were not based on a technical drawing.
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Table 5.1 – CAD-design macros written in Gmsh, see listings in Appendix A.1.

Macro name Purpose Input parameter Output parameter
CreateBath Create a model of

the Langendorff per-
fusion bath

Height of the bath Boundary surfaces of
the volume

CreateDipol Create a pair of
cylindrical dipol elec-
trodes

Distance between
the cylinders, centre
between the cylin-
ders, radius of the
cylinders, height
of the cylinders,
normal vector on
the cylinder disc

Boundary surfaces of
the electrodes

electrodepanel Create a multi-ECG
electrode panel

— List of electrode vol-
umes, boundary sur-
faces of the panel

electrode Create a box Position of one cor-
ner in space, length
of the sides, normal
and thickness of the
box

Boundary surfaces of
the box
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mesh quality, see 5.1.2. If the surface meshes are imported without remeshing in
Gmsh, the mesh has to be properly preprocessed, otherwise the solver solving the finite
element problem does not converge [106]. Therefore either the imported mesh has to
be of good quality while the mesh density will determine the density of the volumetric
mesh close to the surface or it has to be remeshed in Gmsh.

Importing existing meshes

Importing a surface mesh in Gmsh is done by the code

Include "path/to/stl-file1.stl";
Include "path/to/stl-file2.stl";

at the appropriate position in the Gmsh code. The surfaces will be identified by the
current surface counters which can be used to define the volume and the volume as
hollow in the surrounding geometry. The mesh will not be changed in the 3D meshing
process, i.e. a bad mesh quality will be passed on to the finite element mesh and hinder
the solver. Therefore post-processing the segmentations was necessary and remeshing
in the post-processing process every time the mesh density should be changed.

Remeshing in Gmsh

An alternative to post-processing the surface mesh is to remesh in Gmsh. To do so,
after importing the surface mesh or surface meshes Gmsh classifies them based on
the angle between the surface normal vectors, see [112–114], to define geometrical
features that have to be kept in the remeshing process. Based on the classification, new
geometrical models are created (in contrast to a discretised model, i.e. a mesh) which
are used for the remeshing process. The downside is that referencing the surfaces in
automated scripts thereafter is not possible as the surface numbering changes. To deal
with this problem, I wrote an algorithm which groups connected surfaces and stores
their identifying numbers. Together with the bounding box of the surfaces, this was
used to detect the outer boundary of the heart and the surfaces therein, defining the
heart chambers and make the surface identifiers accessible. The algorithm is attached
in Listing A.4.

5.1.2 Spatial discretisation
Discretisation of the geometrical model defined in Section 5.1.1.1 was done in Gmsh
using the frontal delaunay meshing algorithm in 2D and the delaunay meshing algorithm
in 3D. The size of the discretisation cells can be either given by the minimum / maximum
element size and done by Gmsh automatically or by using so called mesh size fields
which provide a variety of options to setting the mesh size in the associated region(s).
The initial discretisation of the geometry to a mesh thereafter can be optimised by
Gmsh to improve the mesh quality. I made use of the built-in optimisation algorithm
and the netgen [115] optimisation algorithm interfaced by Gmsh. In order to provide
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Table 5.2 – Gmsh fields and their usage.

Field name Purpose
Distance Returns the distance to entities provided to the field
Threshold This field takes as input a distance field, a minimal distance

DistMin a maximal distance DistMax, a minimal value LcMin and
a maximal value LcMax. Values from 0 to DistMin are set to LcMin,
values greater than DistMax are set to LcMax and values between
are interpolated linearly

Min Returns the minimum of several input fields

‘good enough’ meshes I used the built-in optimisation several times thereafter the
netgen mesh quality optimiser and the Gmsh built-in optimiser again.

Mesh size control with background fields

Together with Simon Wassing mesh size fields were implemented to control the mesh
size. A mesh size field is a function on the spatial coordinates and returns a float value
for the position in space. Several fields can be combined to a new field to make use
of the various field generation mechanisms. The cell size of the discretisation will be
calculated by Gmsh based on a single background field which has to be set. Further
explanation is given in the Gmsh documentation. Table 5.2 gives an overview over the
fields used in course of this thesis.

Variation of spatial discretisation mesh size is a common tool in finite element
analysis to ensure the results are independent of the mesh size and therefore to exclude
one source of errors [116, 117].

5.1.3 Numerical experiment setups
The geometrical elements described in the last section were combined to form numerical
experiment setups. The corresponding setups and variations within these setups are
presented in this section. The corresponding setups can be created by Gmsh scripts.
Input parameters determine the discretisation mesh size and experiment specific
parameters.

Defibrillation experiments setups
5.1.3.1 Langendorff experiments setups

The MRI segmentation described in Section 4.1.2 of the heart and two shock electrodes
were put into the Langendorff model of the experimental setup. Additionally a rotation
of the heart around the z-axis and a size factor were implemented using Gmshs mesh
processing tools. The rotation angle and the size factor can be given to the script via
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the command line allowing automation. A screenshot of the setup before discretisation
is shown in Figure 5.2a.

5.1.3.2 In-vivo experiments setups

The geometrical data obtained as described in Section 4.1.1 were surrounded by a
cylinder mimicking the boundary of the animal with surrounding air. The heart
segmented in the C-arm-data was replaced by the heart obtained from the MRI scan
to have a suitable geometric model of the heart. Each position of the ICD in the
medical image data was used for a geometrical model, i.e. the three ICD positions in
the medical image data formed three geometrical models. The final geometric models
included the heart model, the spine and the rips, one of the ICD positions and the
catheter in the heart. A visualisation for one ICD position is shown in Figure 5.2b.

Multi-ECG experiments setups
One set of simulation consisted of the multi-ECG experiment setup with the Langendorff
bath and the four multi-ECG electrode panels placed in the bath. Depending on the
numerical experiment other geometrical models were placed in the bath in addition.

5.1.3.3 Langendorff bath experiments with dipol setups

Four multi-ECG panels were placed into the Langendorff bath as well as a two cylindrical
dipol electrodes. The position and orientation of the dipol can be varied by input
parameters to the mesh as well as the radius and the height of the electrodes. The
setup is shown in Figure 5.2e. Due to its small size, the dipol is difficult to spot. These
data were not further used in this thesis.

5.1.3.4 Langendorff bath experiments with electrical cardiac activity setups

In order to simulate cardiac dynamics, the diffusion-MRI segmentation of the heart
was placed in the Langendorff bath alongside four multi ECG panels. I implemented
two versions of this setup. The first ignores the heart tissue and only discretising the
heart surface, the bath and the multi-ECG panels, the second one includes the heart
tissue and chambers into the discretisation process. Screenshots of the discretised
experimental setups are shown in Figure 5.2d and Figure 5.2c, respectively. The 3D
dynamics simulation were used in the lab rotation report of Master student Roland
Stenger [118]. The surface tissue data were used in Section 7.2.2.

5.1.3.5 Abstract geometrical model setups

Another way to perform research on cardiac dynamics is to prescind from the geometrical
model and simulate a 2D rectangular region. Flat 2D surfaces have been (implicitly)
discretised into regular grids. An example is given in Figure 5.2f.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.2 – Overview over the finite element setups. Figures 5.2a – 5.2b show the
current density simulation setups in Langendorff perfusion and in-vivo. The Langendorff
perfusion setup had implemented rotation of the heart around the z-axis and scaling the
heart using Gmsh. The setup is shown pre-meshing, consequently only the imported
surface mesh is already discretised. Figure 5.2c – 5.2d show the numerical setups used
for cardiac dynamics simulations. During preprocessing, the heart the atria is removed
from the heart model such that only dynamics on the ventricles is simulated. This
setups was implemented using two approaches, first to simulate the dynamics only on the
surface of the heart (to reduce computation time as the simulation data of interest were
the ECG signals that only depend on the surface data), Figure 5.2c and also including
the heart muscle, Figure 5.2d. As these setups are shown after discretisation, it can
be seen how either the interior of the heart is discretised or not. In both setups the
multi-electrode panels can be identified by their CAD-representation. Lastly Figure 5.2e
shows a numerical setup that has been used to reconstruct the position of a dipol within
the bath. The dipol can be spotted in the lower part of the bath. Figure 5.2f shows an
experimental model where the domain is discretised in a regular grid. Usually variables
are defined on the cell centres which then represents the corresponding value of the whole
cell.
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5.2 Numerical Experiments
The spatial models introduced in the last section were used to conduct different types
of numerical experiments. In this section’s first subsection I will introduce experiments
conducted to better understand the distribution of current in defibrillation experiments
The second subsection will introduce the experiments conducted to model electrical
activity in and on the heart both, within the Langendorff- setup and within a very
general model of heart surface tissue.

5.2.1 Current density experiments
The current density experiments simulate the current density distribution within the
experimental setups. To solve the mathematical equations, the finite element method
was used. The corresponding mathematical equations used were passive volume
conductor equations following the monograph [69] and neglect electrochemical and
other effects. The corresponding equation for a domain Ω is

∇σ∇ϕ = 0, (5.1)

with σ being possibly inhomogeneous conductivity and ϕ being the electrical potential.
These experiments include Dirichlet boundary conditions to mimic an electrical shock
with a certain potential difference and Neumann boundary conditions elsewhere. Those
complete the system,

ϕ = ϕb,1 on ∂ΩD,1, (5.2)
ϕ = ϕb,2 on ∂ΩD,2, (5.3)

∇ϕ · n⃗ = 0 on ∂Ω \ ΩD,1,2, (5.4)

where ϕb,1 and ϕb,2 are the values at the boundaries ∂ΩD,1 and ∂ΩD,2 respectively, n⃗
is the normal vector at the boundary and ∂Ω represents the boundary. In order to
apply the finite element method, this system of equations has to be transformed into
the weak formulation as mentioned in Subsection 2.6.2. The system of Equations 5.1
and 5.4 becomes

∫
Ω

dxσ∇ϕ∇v = 0 ∀v ∈ V, (5.5)

with V being the corresponding function space. This mathematical model was used in
the following setups:

• Setup dipol in bath: the Dirichlet boundary conditions are used to apply a
potential difference between the two dipol electrodes, the ECG-electrodes measure
the corresponding field, c.f. Section 5.1.3.3.
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• Setup in-vivo: pig bone structure of the torso, a heart and two electrodes are
placed in a cylindrical model of a pig body. The current density distribution is
investigated, c.f. Section 5.1.3.2.

• Setup ex-vivo: A heart model and two shock electrode models are placed in
the Langendorff perfusion bath model. Both, homogeneous and inhomogeneous
conductivity for the heart were used, c.f. Section 5.1.3.1.

5.2.2 Continuous current
With the discretisation of the Equation 5.5, the potential ϕ will not be differentiable.
Therefore in order to calculate the current according to Ohm’s law [119]

ȷ⃗ = −σ∇ϕ,

an alternative approach was used. The current ȷ⃗ is explicitly solved for by introducing
this variable in the Poisson equation, Equation 5.1, resulting in

∇ȷ⃗ = 0.

This equation will be solved in addition the Poisson problem. So in total, the problem
to be solved is

∇ȷ⃗ = 0 in Ω,
ȷ⃗+ σ∇ϕ = 0 in Ω,

n⃗ȷ⃗ = 0 in ∂Ω,
ϕ = ϕo in ∂Ω,

where the second equation relates the current to the potential and allows to apply the
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the potential ϕ.

The variational form for this equation needs a function space for each variable. Let
Σ be the vector function space for ȷ⃗ and let V be the function space for ϕ as before.
Let τ⃗ ∈ Σ and ψ ∈ V be the corresponding test functions then the variational form
becomes

∫
Ω

dxȷ⃗τ⃗ − ϕ∇τ⃗ +
∫

∂Ω
ϕτ⃗ n⃗ds = 0 ∀τ⃗ ∈ Σ, (5.6a)∫

Ω
dxψ∇ȷ⃗ = 0 ∀ψ ∈ V. (5.6b)
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5.2.3 Electrical Dynamics Experiments
Electrical dynamics experiments were conducted using the monodomain equation
described in Section 2.5. This was followed by a reconstruction of the extracellular
potential following the approach described in [120]. Thereafter a diffusion equation was
solved to diffuse this potential into the surrounding bath using the approach described
in Section 5.2.1 with the potential at the heart surface as Dirichlet boundary condition.
The monodomain equation from Equation 2.7 was

λ

1 + λ
∇(σi∇vm) = ξCm

∂vm

∂t
+ ξIlocal.

Together with this equation, usually no-flux boundary conditions are used, i.e.

∇ϕ · n⃗ = 0 on ∂Ω.

for the domain Ω.

5.2.3.1 Realistic geometry experiments

Realistic geometry experiments were conducted using the finite element method. In
order to transform the monodomain equation into its variational form it was multiplied
with a test function w and integration by parts, c.f. Section 2.6. This leads to

∫
Ω

dx λ

1 + λ
(σi∇vm)∇w =

∫
Ω

dx
(
ξCm

∂vm

∂t
+ ξIlocal

)
w. (5.7)

Temporal discretisation was done using the finite difference approach, i.e. the
temporal domain is split into N intervals of (fixed) size ∆t. This means a time interval
[t0, T ] is discretised into intervals of size ∆t, the discrete times are

ti = t0 + i∆t.

Time stepping was done using the forward Euler method [121]. That means, the time
derivative of ∂vm

∂t
is approximated by

∂vm

∂t
≈ vn+1

m − vn
m

∆t .

where the superscripts n and n+ 1 denote the current time step and the next time
step, respectively, and ∆t is the time discretisation size.

Applying this discretisation, the variational form becomes
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∫
Ω

dx λ

1 + λ
(σi∇vn

m)∇w =
∫

Ω
dx
(
ξCm

vn+1
m − vn

m

∆t + ξIlocal

)
w. (5.8)

In the numerical experiments, the heart was not isolated but placed into a conductive
bath. The approach to model the electrical dynamics with the monodomain equation
in an isolated environment and then to recover the extracellular potential ϕe from the
bidomain equations was applied before [120, 122].

Based on the transmembrane voltage vn
m at time n∆t, the extracellular potential is

calculated following [120] by solving

−∇(σi + σe)∇ϕn
e = ∇σi∇vn

m,

where σi and σe are the intracellular and extracellular conductivity tensors.
The corresponding variational formulation again is obtained by multiplication with

a test function w and integrating by parts. Together with no-flux boundary conditions,
this results in

−
∫

Ω
dx(σi + σe)∇ϕn

e ∇w =
∫

Ω
dxσi∇vn

m∇w.

The solution of this equation is only defined up to a constant. Physically this makes
sense as the quantity reconstructed is a potential without any reference given. This
has to be taken into account when solving the linear system that corresponds to this
problem.

Lastly, the reconstructed potential at the interface of the heart with surrounding
tissue was taken as Dirichlet boundary condition to a Laplace equation to simulate
the diffusion process into the vicinity. The corresponding mathematical framework is
similar to the one described in Section 5.2.1.

5.2.3.2 Abstract geometry experiments

Using the abstract geometrical model, the monodomain approximation of cardiac
dynamics has been employed. Rearranging Equation 2.7 gives

∂vm

∂t
= 1
ξCm

λ

1 + λ
∇(σi∇vm) − ξIlocal.

The discretisation in time was done using the explicit Runge-Kutta method of order
5(4) [123] from scipy. Discretisation of the Laplace operator was done using the 5-point
stencil, c.f. Section 2.6.4.
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5.2.3.3 Local current

The monodomain equation has one term that hasn’t been treated yet, the current
through the cell membrane, Ilocal. Equation 2.3 in Section 2.5 relates the single cell
dynamics to the term used in the spatial model. Equation 2.2 gives the general form
of the transmembrane current,

dv
dt local = f(v, w⃗)

dw⃗
dt = g(v, w⃗),

where v is the transmembrane voltage, w⃗ is a vector of state variables and f and g
depend on the model used. Throughout this thesis I have used the Mitchell-Schaeffer
model which has the following form:

dv

dt
= wv2(1 − v)

τin
− v

τout
+ Jstim(t) (5.9)

dw

dt
=


1−w
τopen

, if v < vgate
−w

τclose
, if v > vgate

(5.10)

with Jstim(t) as stimulus current, injected to the system from outside. The parameter
vgate models the opening and closing of ionic channels and the parameters τin, τout,
τclose, τopen can be related to the initiation, the decay, the plateau and the recovery
phase of a cardiac action potential, respectively. The parameter values are given in
Tabular 5.3. The corresponding action potential is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 – Example time series of the local Mitchell-Schaeffer voltage in zero spatial
dimensions (no diffusion). The time constants of the model can be approximately
identified with the phases of the action potential.
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Table 5.3 – Mitchell Schaeffer simulation parameters 2D.

vgate τin τout τclose τopen σ

0.13 0.3 6 120 150 0.001

Table 5.4 – Solver and preconditioner methods of the experiments used by dolfin.

Experiment preconditioning method solving method

Current density Algrebaric multigrid Generalized
Minimal Residual

Cardiac dynamics:
Monodomain petsc_amg cg

Cardiac dynamics:
Potential recovery ilu Generalized

Minimal Residual
Cardiac dynamics:
Diffusion hypre amg cg

5.2.3.4 Spatial discretisation

The solutions of the variational formulations in Sections 5.2.1 – 5.2.3 were discretised
using the finite element method with continuous piecewise linear basis functions, i.e.
using the Lagrange element [74, p. 72] for the realistic geometries. In the case of the
approach used to calculate continuous current presented in Section 5.2.2, the current ȷ⃗
was approximated piecewise linear elements while the potential ϕ was approximated
using piecewise constant functions for stability reasons [124]. The solver for the
continuous current was implemented by Simon Wassing based on my initiative. The
corresponding systems of linear equations were assembled based on the variational
formulations with the python package dolfin [125–128] and solved within this package.

The abstract geometry were spatially discretised with the five point stencil, c.f.
Section 2.6.4 turning the PDE into a set of ordinary differential equations.

Solvers for the FEM related system of linear equations

The dolfin package is built upon the PETSc library [129] and has access to the solver
methods implemented therein. The solver used in this thesis were Krylov solvers using
the methods indicated in Table 5.4.
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Chapter 6

Current density in-vivo and ex-vivo

In the research group biomedical physics experiments have been conducted in Langen-
dorff perfusion and in-vivo. To understand these experiments better, Simon Wassing, a
master student supervised by me, and I performed a number of numerical experiments
aiming at answering the following questions in Langendorff experiments:

1. How much current in a shock is actually applied to the heart in a defibrillation
shock experiment?

(a) How do the size and the rotation of the heart relative to the electrodes affect
the heart?

(b) How does the position of the heart relative to the electrodes affect the
current penetrating the heart?

2. How do simulations with isotropic conductivity differ from simulations incorpo-
rating fibre orientation in the heart muscle?

The results presented here were also used in the Master’s thesis of Simon Wassing [98].
Simon implemented and calibrated the actual numerical experiments. My part consisted
in developing the numerical framework and finding, learning, testing and teaching the
tools we used.

Furthermore, I performed first simulations to investigate the effect of the position of
an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) on the defibrillation current. Dr. Claudia
Richter provided medical image data of a Göttingen minipig with three ICDs implanted
as was shown in Chapter 4, Figure 4.3. The corresponding research question can be
formulated as follows:

1. How does the position of the ICD in the body affect the defibrillation current?
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Table 6.1 – Simulation parameters.

Parameter Heart position experiment
(isotropic)

Comparison isotropic /
anisotropic conductivities

σh [µS/cm] 3731 [130] 900
σt [µS/cm] [98] 17700 17700
σl [µS/cm] [69] — 3000
σt [µS/cm] [69] — 1000
σn [µS/cm] [69] — 315.25

6.1 Langendorff perfusion

6.1.1 Size and rotation numerical experiments
The size and rotation experiments were conducted by Simon Wassing including finding
the right meshing parameters. The parameters used are indicated in Table 6.1. As
voltage difference ∆ϕ = 40 V was used. The conductivity of the Tyrode solution used
in the group’s experiments was measured by Simon Wassing [98]. The conductivity
throughout the heart was assumed to be isotropic. The heart was either rotated with
the septum parallel to the electrodes or — rotated by 90◦ around the z-axis — with
the septum perpendicular to the electrodes.

We scaled the size of the heart by a factor α while the heart was kept centralised
in the centre of the bath between the electrodes. As described in Section 5.1.3.1
I have implemented the rotation and scaling of the heart. We scanned the range
α ∈ [0.7, 1.2] where the maximum α was restricted by the size of the bath. We did this
to investigate the effect of the heart size on the current density for one constant voltage
difference applied. This is important for two reasons: the heart size increases during
the Langendorff experiments because it soaks itself with the Tyrode solution (this was
quantified in the thesis of Simon Wassing [98] via the weight of the heart before and
after the experiment) and this is important to compare the hearts of different animals
(which have individual heart sizes), too.

To answer the introductory questions at the beginning of this chapter, we used the
continuous current approach and calculated the amount of current through the heart
Ih and through the Tyrode ITyrode and the total current Itotal:

Itotal =
∫

∂electrode
dsn⃗ȷ⃗, (6.1a)

Ih = 1
2

∫
∂H

ds
√

(n⃗ȷ⃗)2, (6.1b)

ITyrode = Itotal − Ih, (6.1c)

where n⃗ is the surface normal vector, ȷ⃗ is the current density, ∂electrode the surface of
one of the electrodes and ∂Heart the surface of the heart.

Figure 6.1 summarises the results. It can be seen that the rotation does not play
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a role in these simulations. The amount of current through the heart is 7 % for the
scale factor α = 0.7 and goes up to 23 % for the scale factor α = 1.2. The total current
decreases in that range from 8.85 A to 7.87 A. The current through the heart scaled
with the volume of two the power of 2/3, Ih/V

2/3
h is approximately constant. It varies

over the range by about 10 %.

6.1.2 The effect of translation
To answer how translating the heart with respect to the centralised position between
the electrodes changes the current, the heart was translated in the normal direction
to the electrodes (x-direction) by ∆x = ±15 mm, parallel to the short side of the
electrodes (y-direction) in from −40 mm to 40 mm in steps of ∆y = 10 mm and in
height (z-direction) from −10 mm to 30 mm in steps of ∆z = 5 mm.

Figure 6.2 shows the current penetrating the heart in fraction of the maximum
current calculated in these numerical experiments to compare the results more easily.
The highest current was calculated for ∆x = −15 mm, ∆y = 0 mm, ∆z = −20 mm.
Increasing the height reduced the current as well as moving the heart in y-direction
from the centre (∆y ̸= 0 mm). Moving the heart towards the electrodes in x-direction
increased the current through the heart.

6.1.3 The effect of anisotropy
To investigate the effect caused by the simplification of the conductivities from
anisotropic to isotropic, Simon Wassing performed numerical experiments to find
an equivalent isotropic conductivity σh for the given fibre, sheet and sheet-normal con-
ductivities (c.f. Table 6.1). The resulting conductivity value was found by performing
a set of numerical simulations and calculated the current through the heart. Based on
these data a fit through the data was done of the form Ih(σh) = A · σb

h, c.f. Figure 6.3a,
and by inverting this function σh = 900 µS/cm was found.

To compare the results of the simulation with and without isotropic conductivities
the current density distributions within the heart were compared. Figure 6.3b shows the
reversed cumulative current density distribution for the isotropic and the anisotropic
case. It can be seen that the distribution of current densities in the anisotropic case is
broader. Also higher current densities appear more often in the anisotropic case.

6.1.4 Discussion
We found that the current that is applied to the heart depends on the position of
the heart relative to the shock electrodes. Depending on the position within the
electrodes we found a variance of up to 20 % of the maximum current when moving
the heart out of the centred position between the electrodes. What does this mean
for experiments? In experiments that research defibrillation care has to be taken to
the electrode positioning. Based on these results moving the heart or one or both
electrodes during an experiment hampers comparability between shock strength needed
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Figure 6.1 – The currents in the heart during Langendorff defibrillation resizing the
original heart size by the factor α with isotropic conductivity. The total current (Figure 6.1
(a)), the current through the heart (Figure 6.1 (b)), the current through the Tyrode
solution (Figure 6.1 (c)) and the total current scaled by the heart volume (Figure 6.1 (d)).
Note that rotating the heart by 90◦ around the z-axis does hardly change the currents.
The rotation 0◦ refers to the septum being parallel with the electrodes, the angle 90◦

refers to the septum being perpendicular to the shock electrodes. Note that due to the
high difference in conductivities from the Tyrode solution and the heart (c.f. Table 6.1) a
large amount of the current passes the heart through the nutrient solution. Interestingly
Figure 6.1 (d) shows that the current through the heart Iheart reciprocally scaled by the
heart volume to the power of 2/3, V 2/3 is constant.
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Figure 6.2 – The current through the heart Ih normalised with respect to Ih,max when
moving the heart from the centred position between the electrodes (∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0)
towards the electrodes (∆x changes), higher or lower (∆z changes) or parallel to the
short side of the electrodes (∆y changes). The measurements of the current through
the heart are normalised by the maximum current. This was at the position ∆x = −15,
∆y = 0, ∆z = −20, Ih/Ih max. It can be seen that the current through the heart is
symmetrical in x-direction. Lowering the heart position increases the current penetrating
the heart (∆z < 0) while moving the heart parallel to the short side of the electrodes out
of the centre. These simulations have been performed with isotropic conductivities.
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Figure 6.3 – Results from current density distributions. Figure 6.3a: calibration of the
isotropic simulations. Heart currents Ih in the isotropic simulation to find the (isotropic)
conductivity equivalent σh to obtained the same current through the heart Ih as in the
anisotropic simulations. The latter is indicated as black line in the plot. A function
of the form Ih(σh) = A · σb

h was fit to the data to obtain σh = 0.9 S/m = 900 µS/cm.
Figure 6.3b shows the reversed cumulative density distributions for both cases. It can
be seen that the distribution of values within the anisotropic case is broader compared
to the isotropic case. Figure 6.3c highlights this. While the majority of the isotropic
values are in the range of 0.25 mA/m3 to 0.75 mA/m3, including anisotropic conductivity
broadens the ranges of current conductivity values in the heart tissue.
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for defibrillation before and after the repositioning. This effect can be explained by
the difference in conductivity between the heart and the surrounding solution: As an
effect of the difference in conductivities the current ‘avoids’ the heart to minimise the
total resistance between the electrodes.

We found that the current interacting with the heart depends on the heart size:
for the largest heart (α = 1.2) we found that 15 % of the current penetrate the heart
(1.75 A) while for the smallest heart (α = 0.6) 8 % of the total current penetrates the
heart (0.7 A). This means quantities that quantify a defibrillation shock, commonly
e.g. the energy used, should be normalised to the heart used in order to be comparable
with each other: For a given current applied in the same experimental setup, a small
heart would interact with less current compared to a larger heart.

In addition we saw that the current through the heart scaled by the volume to the
power of 2/3 (Ih/V

2/3) remains approximately constant. This can be explained if we
note that term V 2/3 resembles a surface. As we have scaled the heart volume by the
factor α we scaled the surface by the factor α2/3. As the current through the heart is
calculated by the integral over the surface, if the surface is smaller by this factor, the
same is true for the current through the surface. The small decrease that can be seen
in Figure 6.1 panel (d) is probably caused by a reduction of the total current due to
the higher resistance of the experimental setup when the heart size is increased.

In the simulations we performed we could not find a considerable effect on the
current applied to the heart when changing the rotation angle by 90◦. However, in
these simulations the fibre orientation was not taken into account. Including fibre
orientations I would expected an effect. Figuratively speaking, if the electrical field is
more aligned with the fibre direction the overall conductivity of the heart would be
higher compared to if the electrical field is perpendicular to the fibre direction. This
needs further investigation to quantify whether this effect is also negligible for the
geometric model of the heart including fibre orientation.

Simulations with fibre orientation showed in Figure 6.3 a wider distribution of
current densities within the heart muscle compared to isotropic conductivity simulations
when both hat the same total current through the heart. This means in the heart
there are more different current densities. As a next step it would be interesting to
see what the effect of this is on defibrillation. This can be done by cardiac dynamics
simulations where this current is incorporated as external stimulus.

Simon Wassing and I have neglected electrochemical effects in these in-sito studies.
One way how electrochemical effects would change the results is quantitatively: double
layers of ions form close to the electrodes and damp the effective voltage applied to the
heart. Another way are electrolytic effects where due to the current applied chemical
reactions happen. This would be seen in real experiments by non-linear changes of
the resistance of the Tyrode. Another source of error might be induced by spatial
discretisation error. However Simon Wassing conducted mesh convergence studies to
show that the results are independent of the mesh size chosen. This does not exclude
errors due to simplification in the geometrical modelling process. It would be very
surprising if these effects change the qualitative results of this numerical studies.
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Table 6.2 – In-vivo currents.

ICD-label current [A]
ICD-old 0.61

ICD-new 0.71
SICD 0.73

6.2 In-vivo simulations
Medical data provided by Dr. Claudia Richter gave three different positions of an
ICD relative to the heart in-vivo. The geometrical model was fully obtained from the
medical image data as described in Section 4.1.1 and Section 5.1.3.2. The positions
and the corresponding labelling is given in Figure 6.4a.

The conductivity of the heart was chosen as indicated in Table 6.1, the conductivity
of the body and the volumes forming the hollows in the heart were chosen to the
value of the Tyrode solution, c.f. Table 6.1 (see Discussion). The potentials at the
electrodes was ±10 V, respectively. The bones were considered no-flux boundary
conditions for the current because the conductivity of bones is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the conductivity of muscle tissue and blood (conductivity
of bones σbone ≈ 10−4 µS/cm [131]). The mathematical model employed was the
mixed-domain formulation in order to obtain a continuous current (Section 5.2.2).

The current over the heart surface was calculated over the closed surface of the
heart:

Ih =
∫

∂H
dsn⃗ȷ⃗. (6.2)

with heart surface ∂H, n⃗ the normal vector to the heart surface and ȷ⃗ the current
density. In addition streamline plots were made using Paraview [99, 100, 132]. Table 6.2
shows the calculated heart currents Ih. They are in the same order of magnitude
for the three positions. The total current through the heart in the old positioning
is approximately 14 % smaller compared to the new position and the SICD position.
Figure 6.5 shows the current density distributions for the three positions. The lowest
current density inside the heart of the ICD-old position is higher compared to the other
two positions indicated as the later rise of the distribution. The current distribution of
the positions ICD-new and SICD resemble each other very much. The three current
density distributions align approximately from 1 × 10−4 A/mm3 on and are zero from
approximately 2.5 × 10−4 A/mm3 on.

6.2.1 Discussion
These simulations are very preliminary. For example the conductivity of the body
tissue was set to be the one of Tyrode solution because the geometrical model used in
Section 6.1 was changed but not the corresponding parameters. This is an effect of this
numerical setup still being in development (and that Simon Wassing had left the group
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 6.4 – Figure 6.4a: Labels of the positions of the ICDs in the in-vivo model
simulations. The position ICD-old (yellow) was used in the group’s in-vivo experiments
until the position was changed to ICD-new (light blue). In addition an ICD was
implanted to the position of subcutaneous ICDs (SICD, light green). The bone structures
are indicated in white, the heart is indicated in red. Figure 6.4b — 6.4d: Streamlines
through the heart for the different ICD positions.
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Figure 6.5 – Current density distribution inside the heart for each ICD position indicated
in Figure 6.4. The ICD-old position forms a sharper and higher peak compared to the
ICD-new and the SICD positions. In addition it raises at higher current densities. The
ICD-new and the SICD position have a comparably similar shapes. The peak of the
SICD position is slightly higher.

after his Master’s thesis while I was focussing on the cardiac dynamic simulations). In
literature the conductivity for tissue in the body is rather in the magnitude of cardiac
tissue. For example σbody = 2390 µS/cm was used [133] which is smaller than the
conductive of the heart. This would mean that the current ‘prefers’ paths through the
heart muscle compared to the parameter values I used in which the current prefers to
leave the heart into the body.

As this simulation was done with the Tyrode solution it is too early to draw a
conclusion for the real experiments.

Nevertheless this is only a problem of the choice of parameters. The numerical
framework has been developed and proved to be usable. The next steps will be to
redo this simulation with the conductivity value σbody from above and to find a spatial
discretisation fine enough that the results are independent of it using the recently
finished mesh-density analysis workflow.

This next step can easily (and should) be combined with the fibre orientation data.
I expect that in this set of numerical experiments this will have an effect as the electrode
is rotated around the heart with the same argumentation used in Section 6.1.4.

I have finished the development of the numerical framework for this numerical
experiment and I obtained first results with this framework. In addition the next steps
are clear and if there is time it will be very interesting to see the results.
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Chapter 7

New Concepts

7.1 A measure for excitable media distance
The inverse ECG research reconstructs the underlying source on the heart based on
the ECG-signals. The results have to be validated, so they have to be compared to
the real source. Naïvely this is done using the Euclidean distance, i.e. let a spatial
domain be discretised into N pixels and let ϕi

rec be the reconstructed solution of the
true underlying value ϕi

orig for the pixel with index i, then the difference between the
reconstructed solution and the underlying source would be calculated as

dE(ϕ⃗rec, ϕ⃗orig) =
√∑

i

(ϕrec,i − ϕorig,i)2. (7.1)

This distance measure is for example used in the cost function in machine learning
approaches to solve problems in excitable media research, e.g. in [134]. Another measure
in use [135, 136] is the root mean squared error,

RMSE(ϕ⃗rec, ϕ⃗orig) =
√∑

i (ϕrec,i − ϕorig,i)2

N
, (7.2)

which calculates the Euclidean distance between the voltage values of each pixel value
and uses the mean value for the extended system. While these are well suited measures
to compare the measured and reconstructed variables they fail in specific situations on
the excitations cycle to properly describe the distance between the physical states.

This is exemplified using the 2-variable Mitchell Schaeffer model. Figure 7.1 shows
the transmembrane voltage v time series after a short perturbation of the fixed point.
After a steep rise it changes little for a rather long time (refractory phase) until it goes
back to the resting v value. Table 7.1 gives the Euclidean distances, Equation 7.1 for
the variable v between four points A, B, C, D before the rise, at the tip of the action
potential, at (roughly) the first point in time of the refractory phase and at the last
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Figure 7.1 – States that are very close in time are not close in state space. Figure 7.1
shows the time series of the voltage component calculated by the Mitchell Schaeffer model
with parameters τclose = 150, τopen = 120, τout = 6, τin = 0.3, vgate = 0.13, jstim(t) = 0.01
for t < 10 and jstim(t) = 0 for t ≥ 10. Four points, A, B, C, D are marked to compare
their distance in voltage. Point A and D are very close in this measure, however it takes
a long time to reach from one state into each other. On the other side Point A and B
are very close to each other in time however the distance in voltage is very high. This
means the distance between voltage does not properly reflect how close the states are.
Figure 7.2 explains this.

point of that phase, respectively, are given in. It stands out that first, the difference
of the transmembrane value v between points A and B is very high while the time
to reach point B from A is very short. On the other hand, the distance in v between
point B and C and B and D is rather similar, however the time it takes to come from
B to C is significantly smaller compared to the time from B to D. The phase space
trajectory corresponding to the time series depicted in Figure 7.2 underlines this. The
time it takes for the transmembrane voltage variable to go back to its resting state
value is only approximately 60 % of the time the physical state needs to go back into
its fixed point.

An alternative way to measure the distance in state space based on the temporal
development will be presented in the next section.
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7.1 A measure for excitable media distance

Figure 7.2 – The trajectory in state space is indicated with the time from the resting
state colour coded. Red squares indicate the positions of the points A, B, C and D on
the trajectory. Notably already after approximately 60 % of the total time, the voltage
variable v is in its resting state value while it takes the second 40 % of the total time
until the second variable h is in its resting state value.

Table 7.1 – Distances between points in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.

Euclidean distance in v State time distance [t.u.]
A B C D A B C D

A 0 1 0.8 0 0 20 190 310 A
B 1 0 0.2 1 20 0 170 290 B
C 0.8 0.2 0 0.8 190 170 0 120 C
D 0 1 0.8 0 310 290 120 0 D
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7.1.1 A time based distance measure
This section introduces a measure to quantify the distance between two states s1 and
s2 for a system without spatial extension. It is based on the time it takes until their
trajectories are ε close, i.e. until

||s1(ti) − s2(tj)||2 < ε,

where ti and tj parametrise the respective trajectories in phase space and || · · · ||2
represents the L2 norm. The distance between two states s1 and s2 is then the sum of
the times the initial states need to develop to these points:

dt(s1, s2) := ts1→P t2
t1

+ ts2→P t1
t2
, (7.3)

with P tj
ti , (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)} defined as

P tj
ti :=

Point in phase space where trajectory ti of initial state i is the first time
ε- close to the trajectory tj of initial state j.

This idea is explained graphically for the two variable Mitchell Schaeffer model in
Figure 7.3 but can be expanded to arbitrary models that develop in time.

For spatially extended systems, the distance is simply the sum of all individual
distances:

dt(S1, S2) =
∑

i

dt(s1,i, s2,i), (7.4)

where dt(s1,i, s2,i) is the distance between the states at the pixel with index i and S1,2
denote all states of the respective spatially extended systems.

7.1.2 Application to 2D Mitchell Schaeffer dynamics
I calculated the differences in a 2D spatially extended Mitchell Schaeffer system
simulated using the parameters in Table 5.3. It will be compared to a distance based
on the voltages:

dvolt(vi, vj) =
√

(vi − vj)2 (7.5)

and to a distance based on the states:

dstate(s1,i, s2,i) =
√

||s1,i − s2,i||2, (7.6)

where || · · · ||2 is the L2 norm and s1,i, s2,i are the states of the respective system at
pixel i. To calculate the timed distance, the phase space of the Mitchell Schaeffer
model was discretised into 21 points along each dimension, i.e. v ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 1.0}
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7.1 A measure for excitable media distance

Figure 7.3 – Explanation of the time based distance measure for two states s1 and
s2. Their trajectories are developed in time until the respective trajectory comes ε close
to the second state’s trajectory. For the trajectory that belongs to state s1 (in blue),
this is the case in point P t2

t1 as can be seen in the graphics. The equivalent point on the
trajectory of s2 (in orange) is P t1

t2 . The timed-distance between s1 and s2 is the sum of
the times t1, t2 it takes from the initial states s1, s2 to the points P t2

t1 , P t1
t2 , respectively.

and h ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 1.0} forming a grid of 421 states. Thereafter the distances
between each of these states were calculated employing the following algorithm:

1. Take one state combination (s1, s2)
2. Calculate the trajectory T1 of state s1

3. Check if s2 is ε-close to trajectory T1, if yes: t2 = 0, if no:

• Calculate the trajectory T2 of state s2 until it is ε close to T1. The corre-
sponding time is t2, the corresponding point is P T 1

T 2

4. Calculate the time at which the distance between trajectories T1 and P T 1
T 2 is

minimal using scipy shgo optimiser. This time is t1.
5. Store this distance as d(s1, s2) = d(s2, s1).
6. Repeat for all initial state combinations given by the phase space discretisation.

This created a distance table for all states on the 21×21 grid. It has to be calculated
once for the corresponding system and the corresponding discretisation. The tolerance
has been chosen to ε = 0.01.
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Figure 7.4 – Figure 7.4a: State histogram of the 2-dimensional extended Mitchell
Schaeffer dynamics. It was created with a bin width of 0.05. The maximum is at
state smostfreq. = (0.75, 0.25). A trace of higher density can be seen at h ≈ 0.2 and
0.05 ≤ v ≤ 0.6 as well as around the maximum. Figure 7.4b: the trajectories for the
discretised state space. The nullcline can be seen: from the top, states between v = 0.05
and v = 0.1 and between h = 1 and h = 0.6 and then following a curve into the state
space do not enter the excitation cycle but decay to the resting state.

The state of each pixel of the spatially extended system was then approximated
by the closest point in the distance table which allowed to calculate the distance
between the extended systems as the sum of the local (pixel) state time distances
with Equation 7.4. In order to get a better understanding of the values, they were
normalised against the time the most frequent state smostfreq. in the 2D extended system
over time takes to reach the state stimeref = (0.05, 0.2), i.e. the state when the trajectory
enters the refractory phase. To determine this state, the local states si of the spatially
extended systems were tracked for 9600 tu and plotted as histogram, c.f. Figure 7.4a.
The figure shows the most frequent state to be smostfreq. = (0.75, 0.25).

The three states used for comparison were chosen to be very close in time with
∆t = 1 t.u. and ∆t = 10 t.u.. Figure 7.5a to Figure 7.5c show the states. Figure 7.6a to
Figure 7.6b show the distances calculated Equation 7.5, Equation 7.6 and time-based
state distance. In all distances the propagation of the excitation wave can be seen as
shift of the wave front. For time t = 421 t.u. and t = 425 t.u. a slightly higher distance
can be seen closer to the boundary of the domain. The timed distances show the
excitation wave front as region of very high times (≥ 10 t.u.) and in addition many
high-distance pixels all over the tissue. The distance between the states with time
t = 421 t.u. and t = 431 t.u. show a curved line of high distance going outwards from
the centre. The time distance does show a high-frequency like pattern in regions of
small distance. All distance measures show a higher distance close to the boundary. In
the centre all distance measures show a difference between the states.
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7.1.3 Discussion and Applications
The results of the 0D case show: there is a blind spot for standard distance measures
used in inverse ECG calculations. Some states that are close in time are distant in
Euclidean distance measures. The reason for this is that cardiac cell membrane models
have to be able to describe the fast upstroke of the cardiac action potential.

First one inaccuracy of the example used in Figure 5.3 has to be discussed. The
figure did not show the next action potential. Depending on what triggers the system
(as there would not be an action potential without an initial stimulus current) the next
action potential might start closer in time than the time duration of the potential, i.e.
the next start of an upstroke of the action potential (equivalent to point A) could be
closer to the end of the action potential (point D). This would result in a smaller time
distance between the points A and D in the figure.

Second I have to adress that the results of the 2D case showed a very long timed
distance for time frames that where very close in time in the timed distance. The
timed distance was at many pixels very high when the actual time difference was only
∆t = 1 t.u.. I identified two approaches to explain this: on the one hand states that are
very close to the resting state of the local model. As the local model takes a lot of time
to relax into the resting state (Figure 7.2), this means even if the states are very close
in Euclidean distance in state space, the time until both reach the resting state within
the tolerance defined in the time-based distance between them is large. On the other
hand states that are on opposite side of the nullcline (the line that separates states
that go into the excitation cycle from states that relax into the fixed point without
going through the excitation cycle, c.f. Figure 7.4b) have a very large timed distance
although they are very close in Euclidean space. This results in a second explanation:
two pixels at different sides of the nullcline will have the timed distance of both states
coming to the resting states, i.e. a very long time.

This disagrees with the goal I had when I designed the distance measure: states
that are in the fixed point and states that just have been excited should have been
close together similar to the 1D case. The discrepancy is caused by the initial stimulus
current that pushed the resting state over the nullcline in the 0D case but was not taken
into account when calculating the distance table in the 2D case. In spatially extended
2D systems the current caused by diffusion pushes the system over the nullcline. This
can be seen in the governing equation; it has the form:

∂v

∂t
= 1
cm

Ilocal +D∆v,

with capacitance cm the transmembrane voltage v, the diffusion constant D and I
the local current density. The equation shows that cells with high transmembrane
voltage give a diffusion current to neighbouring cells in their resting state (or at least
with a transmembrane voltage variable v smaller than the excited cell’s voltage). This
behaviour is constitutive for the spatially extended dynamics and has to be represented
in the time-based distance measure. It could for example be mimicked for the by
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Figure 7.5 – Three states of the extended Mitchell Schaeffer system used to compare each
other with the different distance measures. The upper row depicts the transmembrane
voltage at the states while the second row depicts the magnitude of the second variable,
h. The time differences are 1 t.u. and 10 t.u.. This can be related to the dynamics
by remembering that the upstroke of the action potential from the resting state is
approximately 20 t.u., c.f. Figure7.1.
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Figure 7.6 – (continuation) Figure 7.6a — 7.6b: Distances per pixel between the system
states at the times indicated. Timed distances larger than 10 × ∆t are depicted in
white. All distance measures show a distinct line where the excitation wave spreads
over the tissue. The timed-distance for ∆t = 1 is very large for many points. This will
be discussed in the discussion. All three pattern highlight the same features: one large
connected wave front that spreads from the centre similar to what can be expected based
on Figure 7.5a — 7.5c.
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calculating the distance table with a small initial stimulus.
A second approach to adress this effect of the spatially extended system being

effectivly oscillation-like due to the diffusion could make use of an oscillator equation
that oscillates in a form suitable for cardiac local dynamics: one fast excitation cycle
and one slow recovery phase. This approach will need to map the pixel’s state onto
the oscillator phase space.

Another open challenge is that often only the transmembrane voltage variable v
is accessible in experiments. This would require state reconstruction based on the
transmembrane voltage time series as discussed by Herzog et al. [137].

These two approaches work very well together. It should be possible to reconstruct
a state in the oscillator model based on the transmembrane voltage variable — another
open research question that emerged from this idea. This allows to make use of this
method in real experiments where the underlying dynamics of the heart are never fully
known. It would therefore convert the problem from the real world into the model
world.

The timed distances for the 2D spatially extended systems showed a wave like
pattern in regions of small distances. I suppose that reason for this is the discretisation
of the phase space. The discretisation cell size was 1

20 of the value range. It is not clear
whether this is good enough or not.

The initial scans of the phase space will need some time. However they only have
to be done once per system, thereafter the nearest neighbour look up will provide the
distance without new calculations. The region in state space that has to be scanned
could first be narrowed down by making a phase space histogram for the dynamics to
investigated as I have done in Figure 7.4a.

Another open question is how to normalise the timed distance to give it a more
intuitive meaning. For oscillator-like behaviour the time of one oscillation appears to
be convenient. Another option could be the duration of the excitation phase. One has
to think about what a meaningful normalisation means in this context.

There are still many open questions. Nevertheless I believe this distance measure is
worth further investigation.

Applications

Distance measures are used everywhere in reconstruction: They are used to compare
a reconstruction with a true solution. They are used in cost functions of machine
learning algorithms to guide the algorithm’s learning phase.

The Euclidean measures give a large error if the wave front of an excitation wave is
shifted in the reconstruction. Even though, as shown, the pixel states are not really
different. In the example I showed the same was true for the time based method,
however if a real oscillator will be used to calculated the time based distance this will
probably disappear and it will be easier to estimate the quality of a reconstruction.

A second area of application is in machine learning. This approach might smooth
the gradient space in gradient descent learning as it distinguishes values from each
other that previously couldn’t be distinguished before (does a small v-value mean
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resting state or refractory state?) and as it provides to ‘navigate’ through phase space
as it gives a different answer to the question: ‘which states are close?’

7.2 Referencing the ECG in time
Modern cardiac medicine is difficult to imagine without accessing the electrical state of
the heart by means of the ECG [35, 36, 138]. Huge effort is done to relate patterns in
the ECG to underlying cardiac electrical states, to access information about the state of
the heart and to decide on treatment including deep learning and other computational
methods [139, 140]. The origin of the ECG signal is the cardiac extracellular potential,
however in its very nature as a potential accessing it can only be measured against a
reference [141]. In medical diagnosis, the reference (lead electrode) is either another
electrode placed at the body of the patient or a combination of electrodes forming a so
called virtual electrode1 [142]. The most common one is the Wilson’s central terminal
(WCT) which averages the signal of three electrodes placed on the patient and uses
this average as a reference.

However already in 1955 Burger [143] showed, that the WCT cannot be seen as a
zero reference as referencing to infinity would be. Frank [144] showed in 1954 that the
WCT-reference is expected to vary over time.

Since then efforts are made to understand the error introduced by using the WCT
in ECG-measurements [145–148] and efforts were taken to derive a zero potential
based on the measurements [149]. In 2018 Moeinzadeh et al. [150] tried to minimise
the fluctuations of the WCT in time by finding (constant) weights for the individual
measurement electrodes with a genetic algorithm. While they could reduce the WCT
amplitude over time by one order of magnitude, the corresponding weight factors varied
among the individual patients, i.e. it was not possible to find a generic solution for
the problem of ambiguous ECG signals due to the variation in the signal either being
originated at the (virtual) reference or at the electrode itself.

Gargiulo presented 2015 a measurement device that references an ECG electrode
signal against a (in time) low-pass filtered signal of itself [151]. I have studied this
approach numerically. In Section 7.2.1 it will be shown for simplified 2D tissue models
that the ECG signal calculated with a WCT equivalent as reference fails to follow the
underlying cardiac dynamics due the averaging.

7.2.1 Application of referencing methods in 2D simulations
Justine Wolter provided simulation data of a monodomain simulation for the voltage
variable vm with the Fenton Karma model [152] on a 180 × 180 pixel discretised in time
in 140 time steps. Three electrode signals ϕn

i at time step n were calculated as average
of the vm values on three 4 × 4 pixel to model the ECG data.

1The term is ambiguous in term of defibrillation research, where virtual electrodes also denotes
sources of electrical activity on and in heart tissue caused by defibrillation currents.
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Table 7.2 – Parameters to reference in time in 2D simulations.

Num electrode x0 y0 wx wy

1 60 40 4 4
2 60 140 4 4
3 140 90 4 4

Butterworth filter N cutoff
2 0.1 fNyquist

Sliding window wt

25 frames

The WCT was calculated by taking the mean of the three electrode signals at the
corresponding time step

ϕn
W CT = 1

3(ϕn
1 + ϕn

2 + ϕn
3 ). (7.7)

Two alternative reference concepts were implemented. In the first one, the reference
is calculated against the mean value of a sliding window in time of size wt over the
past values of that single electrode, i.e. each electrode defines a reference signal for
itself by its past values. For electrode i at time step n the reference signal ϕn

sl,i(wt)
with sliding window width wt in units of time steps is calculated by

ϕn
sl,i(wt, ϕ⃗i) = 1

wt

n∑
τ=n−wt+1

ϕ⃗i
τ , (7.8)

where ϕ⃗i
τ is the τth component of the vector ϕ⃗i that represents the time series of

electrode values of electrode i discretised in time. The second concept also references in
time but using a butterworth filter BN

cutoff [153] with N representing the filter order and
cutoff the filter’s cut off frequency in the scipy [110] implementation. The reference
signal for electrode i at time step n becomes

ϕn
B,i(ϕ⃗i) = BN

cutoff(ϕ⃗i
n), (7.9)

where BN
cutoff describes the butterworth filter of order N and with cut off frequency

cutoff at time step n and ϕ⃗i
n is the discretised time series of the electrode values of

electrode i up to the current time step n. Note that the filter is only provided the
electrode values up to the current time n. Future values are not used.

All parameters used are listed in Table 7.2. Figure 7.7b compares the three reference
signals for electrode 3 (depicted magenta in Figure 7.7a which also shows a frame
of the dynamics). It can be seen that the butterworth filter does not return values
from the beginning. The signal follows the dynamics of the electrode signal but also
shows a trend slowly moving to the electrode signal. The sliding window referenced
ECG also shows a trend before following only the signal. This is caused by the
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implementation which if the sliding window exceeds before the first frame repeats the
value corresponding to the first frame. This also explains why the value for frame 0 is
0. In contrast to these two time-based reference methods the WCT reference shows
fluctuation while following the ECG signal. Reason for this is the influence of the other
electrodes’ measurements (see below). Based on this comparison for the rest of this
section the sliding window reference has been used to reference in time as it shows a
smaller and temporally limited trend.

To better understand the WCT behaviour, one spatially extended frame of the
dynamics with the electrodes indicated in colour in space and the electrode signals is
given in Figure 7.7a. The x and y values given in Table 7.2 are row-values (x) and
column values (y) resulting in the cyan electrode being electrode 1, the orange electrode
being electrode 2 and the magenta electrode being electrode 3. The left part of the
figure shows the frame for time step 55. The dynamic shows spiral wave behaviour.
The ECG electrode value is 0 in electrodes 1 and 3 and approximately 0.6 for electrode
2. This is also shown on the right side of the figure. It shows the time series of the
electrode signal, the WCT-referenced signal and the sliding window referenced signal.
A red vertical line marks time step 55. At that point in time ϕn=55

1 = 0 and ϕn=55
3 = 0

but ϕn=55
2 ≈ 0.6, leading to not only the WCT referenced signal ϕ2 − ϕn=55

W CT being very
close to the electrode value but also causes a change in direction from increasing to
decreasing in electrode 1. In comparison the sliding window referenced value does not
show this behaviour as the value does not depend on the other electrode signals. Note
that this may affect measures sensible to fluctuations of the ECG like for example the
permutation entropy employed in [154].

7.2.2 Application in Langendorff perfusion simulations
Section 7.2.1 showed that spatial referencing introduces fluctuations to the ECG signal
that are not related to tissue close to the electrode. Can this effect also be seen in more
realistic models? I examined this by (A) refining the spatial model to the experiment’s
geometric model (B) calculating a ‘real’ ECG signal. This means I reconstructed the
potential following the approach presented in Section 5.2.3.1, I modelled the diffusion
into the Langendorff bath and I calculated the electrode signals.

The cardiac dynamics was simulated with the Mitchell-Schaeffer model as local
model. The parameters of the model were τclose = 150, τopen = 120, τout = 6, τin = 0.3,
vgate = 0.13. The conductivity of the heart tissue was chosen to σi = 1×10−3. The time
domain was discretised with ∆t = 0.1. The parameter λ = 0.75 was chosen. Remember,
λ is the ratio between the intracellular conductivity and the extracellular conductivity,
σi and σe respectively, in the monodomain approximation (c.f. Section 2.5). The
conductivity in the Langendorff bath was set to σb = 1.

Figure 7.8 shows the geometrical setup and labels that will be used in the following
description. Each of the four electrode panels in the figure has 35 electrodes, i.e. there
were 140 electrode signals in total. The simulation ran until tend = 5000 t.u.. For each
electrode I calculated the WCT-reference signal based on the four electrode indicated
in black in the Figure 7.8. The solver of the potential reconstruction reconstructs the
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Figure 7.7 – Figure 7.7a: electrode signal, sliding window referenced signal and WCT-
referenced signal from the electrodes marked in colour in the snapshot from the dynamics
on the left. Figure 7.7b: comparison of the reference methods. The sliding window
method (middle) and the low-pass butterworth filter exhibit a trend after which they
almost exactly follow the electrode signal. The butterworth filter only starts performing
after a certain time, therefore it starts giving a signal at frame 15. Note that the WCT
reference signal does not follow the electrode signal but exhibits to the electrode signal
unrelated fast changes, e.g. in frames 100 to 120. This is caused by the signals of the
other electrodes used to calculate the reference, see Figure 7.7a.
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Figure 7.8 – Geometrical model of the simulation domain. The electrical dynamics
has been simulated on the heart surface. The same WCT electrodes have been used
that were used in the experiments. This are 8 electrode drawn in black and indicated in
yellow. All are on the same height. Two reference electrode cannot be seen as they are
behind the heart. They are indicated in yellow with dotted line style. Two electrodes are
marked in white. Their signal will be used exemplarily. On the lower right of the heart
an excitation wave can be seen.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)
Figure 7.9 – Figure 7.9a: Two regions of different behaviour of the ECG signals are
indicated. The upper panel shows the electrode signal of the rose electrode in Figure 7.8.
In the time interval indicated by the red rectangle the WCT-referenced electrode signal
increases while the time-referenced signal decreases. Significant different behaviour is
also found in the lower panel (green electrode) for the time interval indicated by the
blue rectangle: The WCT-referenced signal is increasing in that region while the time-
referenced signal decreases. Figure 7.9b: The end of a wave that dissolve into the upper
boundary. Figure 7.9b: The area close to the electrode is not yet excited therefore the
time-referenced ECG signal still decreases. Figure 7.9d — 7.9e: While the wave (left in
Figure 7.9d) is travelling away from the electrode the timed reference decreases until
(Figure 7.9e) the new excitation wave comes close to the electrode.
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potential up to a constant, therefore the ECG signals used for the time-referenced
frame were referenced in each time step against the mean over all electrodes. Thereafter
I calculated for each electrode the sliding window reference with a window width of
wt = 70 frames = 140 t.u..

Figure 7.9 shows exemplary ECG time series with substantial differences. Indicated
in colour are two regions where the time-reference and the WCT-reference differ
significantly; while one of the time series decreases, the other increases. Some pattern
are present in both reference frames. At some positions (e.g. time 900 t.u. and time
1000 t.u.) one ECG-signal shows the same form as the other. Figure 7.9b — 7.9e show
three exemplary heart dynamic states from the perspective of the electrodes. The
times were chosen such that they are approximately in the time window of the times
of the time windows marked in Figure 7.9. They show at time t = 280 t.u. a wave that
disappears when it hits the no flux boundary on the upper part of boundary while
there is a new wave arising from the bottom. At time t = 400 t.u. in the centre of the
extract there is no activity, at the sides of the cutting there is excited tissue. At time
t = 650 t.u. a large part of the heart tissue at that region is excited while on the right
there is a non-excitation region coming. In the cutaway for time t = 780 t.u. the tissue
very close to the electrode is being excited.

In this examples the time referenced signal does not follow the excitation of the
heart but the WCT-referenced signal does.

7.2.3 Discussion
In the generic 2D simulation the ECG signal of a WCT-referenced electrode could not
be interpreted as if it gave information about the dynamics at the electrode. This
effect is not surprising as the referenced signal maps electrode activity from different
regions on the heart. However this is hardly reflected in today’s research as I have
pointed out in the introductory part of this section.

I have also compared two time based measures, on low-pass filter and a sliding
window reference. Based on the results shown in Figure 7.7b a sliding window approach
seems to be more suitable. It is not instantly clear how to choose the length of the
sliding window. Considering that one wants to have a stable reference, a large window
is suitable.

The 3D simulations showed a difference between the two ECG reference method
but the time series shown in Figure 7.9 together with the excitation waves show that
the WCT-referenced signal follows the dynamics of the heart while the time-referenced
signal does decrease when a wavefront is moving towards the electrode. I expect this to
be an artefact from having chosen a time window that is too small. The timewindow
wt = 140 t.u. does not cover one period in the ECG signal, time averaging therefore
cannot average changes in the ECG out.

Looking at the ECG traces shown it appears that sometimes there is a shift in
time between the signal. For example between times 800 t.u. and 1000 t.u. for reference
electrode 36.
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I used the Generalized Minimal Residual method in the PetSc implementation
which handles that the potential is only defined up to a constant automatically2. This
is done in each time step. As a consequence there is no reason to expect this constant
chosen by the solver to be constant over time. As a result for this solver setup a
reference in space had to be done in order to reference the electrode values against
each other.

A fixed constant could be achieved by defining one set of cells to have a fixed
value and imposing this as Dirichlet boundary condition. Then every potential would
be automatically measured against this. This has been discussed for the bidomain
equation [155]. The solver was much slower in that case. However it might be necessary
to substantiate the findings presented in this section.

Another point for future work is a mesh density analysis as within the time of
this work I couldn’t check how the results change with finer meshes. However I do
not expect substantial changes as one might loose features due to too coarse mesh
resolution but in general much of the form of the solution of the mathematical problem
is reproduced by the finite element method, c.f. Figure 2.3.

This concept that I have developed could bring additional information for ECGI
methods to improve the data basis used to perform the reconstruction.

2The user ‘tells’ the solver for which entries this is expected and the solver handles this on its own.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and outlook

8.1 Medical image processing and numerical frame-
work

I implemented a framework with which based on medical image data I can create
geometrical models to perform simulation on them. The image segmentation process
was done by hand, however future work could — similar to [156] — make use of the
fractional anisotropy (FA) to guide segmentation. FA is a measure to characterise
how anisotropic a voxel is based on its diffusion tensor. I have only very recently
implemented a semi-automatic way to find the mesh size parameters for which the
FEM solution does not depend on the spatial discretisation. This should be checked
for the simulations for which it has not yet been done. However even the not-checked
results can be used to provide conclusions as the FEM solution at the discretisation
cell boundaries is very precise (see Figure 2.3).

I had to find and learn various tools to implement this framework, I used 3D Slicer
to do segmentations (distinguish different types of tissue) in medical image data. I
found and learned MeshLab to do post analysis of the resulting surface meshes. I used
and learned Gmsh to model the experimental setup, the Multi-ECG panel and generic
shock electrodes. Within Gmsh I implemented rotation, translation and scaling of the
geometric models of the heart and furthermore automatic centralising of the heart
between the shock electrodes in current density experiments. This enabled Simon
Wassing and me to perform the current density experiments and me to perform first
electric activity simulations.

The registration work that was done by Benjamin Weiß and mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.1.2 could later be made use of to combine C-arm data that provide a good
resolution of the bone structure and MRI-data that resolve the heart and other tissues
like the lungs and, depending on the measurement type, the fibre directions in the
heart. Since I have programmed all the necessary components in a fashion that based
on a segmentation and information on the translation needed the process to obtain a
volumetric boundary mesh is quasi-automatic (only parameters like mesh cell size have
to be chosen during the process) including interpolation of the fibre orientation data
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onto the numerical grid, future students can (with little instructions) easily use this
workflow framework.

Special attention should be given to the feature of the continuous current formulation
described in Section 5.2.2. To my knowledge, this thesis first makes of use of this
approach in cardiac defibrillation current simulations. It allowed us to use the current
as main observable in Chapter 6.

8.2 Current density analysis
Simon Wassing and I have simulated the Langendorff perfusion setup that is used
in the experiments in the group and found: in Langendorff perfusion setups similar
to the one we use in the research group biomedical physics depending on the heart
size between 85 % to 92 % of the total current applied in defibrillation experiments
avoided the heart tissue for a heart centralised between the electrodes. For two hearts
with different size this means: if the same voltage difference is applied over the shock
electrodes, the current that penetrates the heart is different, i.e. the effective current
at hand for defibrillation varies with the heart size if the same voltage is applied.

This has an effect on the comparability of experiments. Simon Wassing has measured
the weight of hearts before and after the experiment and quantified that their weight
increases, reassuring a hypothesis that the heart soaks itself with water over the
experiment. As the weight increased also the volume of the heart increases and as a
result the defibrillation current applied to the heart at different times in an experiment
varies even if the voltage is held constant. It would be important to measure how large
the difference in volume of the hearts is to see (then in simulations) how much the
effective current for defibrillation varies within one experiment.

We also found out that the position of the heart with respect to the electrodes
affects how much current is delivered to the heart. Figure 6.2 shows that moving the
heart downwards from the centralised position increases the ratio of current accessible
for defibrillation. As the heart is conical shaped by moving it downwards from the
centralised position between the electrodes effectively the cross section of the heart
with the current field increases. This leads to a higher current through the heart.

We found that the current through the heart Ih normalised by the volume to
the power 2/3, V 2/3 is roughly constant. In his Master’s thesis [98] Simon Wassing
developed an equation which allows to find an equivalent voltage difference over the
electrodes to supply two hearts with different sizes with the same defibrillation current.
For heart 1 with volume V (α1), where α is a size factor, and heart current Ih,1 induced
by voltage difference U1, in order to obtain the same current through the heart two
with Volume V (α2) and Ih,2, the voltage difference U2,

U2 = U1

(
V (α1)
V (α2)

)2/3

.

We compared defibrillation currents in isotropic hearts (without fibre orientation)
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with defibrillation currents of anisotropic hearts (with fibre orientation). We found that
for the same current through the heart, the current density distribution of simulations
with fibre orientation is broader and covers also a larger range into higher current
densities. This means that fibre orientation can possibly increase the likelihood of a
successful defibrillation in simulations because higher current densities are present in
the heart. In other words, simulations without fibre orientation possibly underestimate
defibrillation probability.

I have finished the framework in a way that also in-vivo simulations can be conducted
within this framework and simulated the current density distribution for three different
ICD positions. The next step in this in-vivo setup will be to adjust the conductivities
to conductivities from literature and to use the fibre-orientation data in this simulation.

8.3 New concepts
This is almost the end of this thesis and you haven’t seen a single electrical dynamic
reconstructed from an ECG signal — Chapter 7 is the reason. When I tried to
understand the problem with the inverse ECG I found two parts of the puzzle that
I consider missing: 1. Euclidean-like measures used to compare two states have a
systematic error which is not accounted for → Is there a need for a new distance
measure? 2. The voltage measured at an ECG electrode in the standard setup is
ambiguous as it is referenced against other electrode’s signals. As a consequence
reconstruction based on the ECG signal is only defined up to a constant. All tissue
excited and all tissue in resting state would have the same ECG signal. → Is there an
alternative reference?.

In the first section of that chapter, Section 7.1 I addressed the first of the two
questions and I provided a possible solution. I made use of the fact that the heart is
an excitable medium, i.e. it is made of locally excitable cells that are coupled through
diffusion and defined the distance between two local cells based on the time their
local states need to come very close to each other in state space. I have shown in
that respective section how this conceptually works and applied this distance measure
to 2D extended Mitchell Schaeffer dynamics. A more detailed discussion is given in
Section 7.1.3.

In the second section of this chapter, Section 7.2 I present an idea how the ECG
electrodes could be referenced against a mean value in time (and not in space). The
intuition behind this is that if the time windows used for referencing is large enough
this value is approxitmately constant and variations in the ECG-electrode signal would
(almost) uniquely be attributable to that electrode.

I have shown that a time based reference follows the transmembrane voltage
dynamics at one electrode signal better than the spatially referenced electrode signal
for a simple model of ECG measurements in a 2D spatially extended system in
Section 7.2.1. Then I employed the surface dynamics simulation in the Langendorff
bath to research if this effect can be seen in a more realistic setup. In the Langendorff
bath simulations however the WCT-referenced signal followed better the underlying
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transmembrane voltage dynamics. I drew as conclusion that this was because the
reference-time window was too small. This was discussed in Section 7.2.3.

After there has been no research on the ECG configuration since approximately the
1960s, beginning the years 2012 a group in Australia already followed that idea and
discussed several approaches to implement a time-based ECG-reference via a low-pass
filter [151, 157].

8.4 Good scientific digital practices
In Chapter 3 I have presented a rather personal project: I presented how I have learned
to think about my daily scientific work. Now, as it has emerged I wonder how I
organised my work. My key was to think of my daily tasks as scientific activities and
whenever I start something I first name it: Am I doing data analysis? Am I visualising
something? Am I trying things out (as it is also necessary in scientific work)?

Then I sorted the activity to a project on which I am working. If there is no project
for which this is done, is it really interesting? And if I think yes but there is no project,
I created a project. Because goals are organised in projects and it helps me to think of
what I was doing something for.

Surely every person is different and some might not actually need to think of scientific
work that way, however I am a personal that needs to. The boost in productivity
and confidence in what I was doing and in focussing on my goals was enormous. This
casually also helped me foster organising my work traceable and reproducible as I
made use of this structure also on the file system.

I believe concepts of how to not loose the bigger picture in the everyday work
should be taught at university as scientists very often do both, thinking of the bigger
picture and to the daily work.

8.5 Outlook
The current density simulations have shown that the positioning of the heart in low-
energy defibrillation with respect to the electrodes matter. I think there are two
directions which one could follow. In the end it will be important to understand how
the current controls the arrhythmia, therefore one could simulate one electrical pattern
with currents for varying electrode positions. The other direction would be to test this
in experiments using current density imaging techniques.

I think that I have found two new concepts which I believe have the potential to
add important extra information for state reconstruction methods for the ECGI. The
next step is to test this hypothesis, i.e. take the timed state distance into account in
the cost function of a state reconstruction method and make use of time-referenced
ECG-signals as input for ECGI methods.

I have developed a work flow on how to go from medical data to simulation results
in this thesis, however after all that work I believe it might be more future proof
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to join shared efforts like for example the CARP project developed in Graz. The
computational science work to maintain a simulation framework up to date, efficient
(as it is needed for whole heart simulations) and tested is enormous. However the
knowledge I gained documented in this thesis will help future users.

The timed-ECG reference was used by the group in Australia trying to improve
today’s clinical ECGs. I don’t think that this will work because millions of doctors
have learned how to work with the old ECG and there is a similar amount of literature
how to interpret ECG-signals. However I am not aware of anyone who has used this
with the inverse ECG exploiting the idea that by referencing in time one source of
uncertainty is removed.
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Appendix

A.1 Gmsh macros

Listing A.1 – Macro to create bath in gmsh.
1 Macro CreateBath
2 // Create the bath with the coordinates specified by the
3 // technical drawing from Laura Diaz.
4 // Args:
5 // - height_bath: height of the bath that shall be assumed.
6 // Defines:
7 // - outer_boundary_bath_elements: Surface loop of surfaces that belong to

the bath.
8 //
9 //

10 heights_z = {0, height_bath};
11 points[] = {};
12 // make points
13 For height_index In {0:1}
14 coords[] = {};
15 h_z = heights_z[height_index];
16 p = {-92.02, 48.72, h_z}; coords += p[];
17 p = {-92.02, -48.72, h_z}; coords += p[];
18 // lower side
19 p = {-48.72, -92.02, h_z}; coords += p[];
20 p = {48.72, -92.02, h_z}; coords += p[];
21 // most right side
22 p = { 92.02, -48.72, h_z}; coords += p[];
23 p = { 92.02, 48.72, h_z}; coords += p[];
24 // upper side
25 p = {48.72, 92.02, h_z}; coords += p[];
26 p = {-48.72, 92.02, h_z}; coords += p[];
27

28 For ind In {0:#coords[]-3:3} // 3 coordinates per point -> steps of 3.
29 x = coords[ind]; y = coords[ind + 1]; z = coords[ind + 2];
30 p_new = newp; Point(p_new) = {x, y, z}; points += p_new;
31 EndFor
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32 EndFor
33

34 // make lines in each level; I assume more points per level than levels.
35 points_per_level = #points[]/2; // 2 levels
36 lines[] = {};
37 For p In {0:#points[]-1}
38 start = points[p];
39 If ((p+1)%points_per_level==0) // connect last in level with first in level

.
40 end = points[p+1-points_per_level];
41 Else
42 end = points[p+1];
43 EndIf
44 lt = newl; Line(lt)= {start, end}; lines += lt;
45 EndFor
46

47 // make lines connecting the leves
48 For p In {0:#points[]/2-1} // 2 levels
49 start = points[p]; end = points[p+points_per_level];
50 lt = newl; Line(lt)= {start, end}; lines += lt;
51 EndFor
52

53 // surfaces
54 lines_per_level = points_per_level; // since closed loop
55 surfaces[] = {};
56 // top and bottom
57 For l In {1:2} // 2 levels
58 surface_lines = {};
59 For line_index In {0:lines_per_level-1}
60 line = lines[( (l-1)*lines_per_level ) + line_index];
61 surface_lines += line;
62 EndFor
63 cvlp = newll ; Curve Loop(cvlp) = surface_lines[];
64 s = news; Plane Surface(s) = {cvlp}; surfaces += s;
65 EndFor
66

67

68 // make surfaces side
69 For p In {0:points_per_level-1} // works only for 2 levels.
70 If (p == points_per_level-1) // boundary always everything -8
71 surface_lines[] = {
72 lines[p], lines[p+points_per_level+1], -lines[p+points_per_level],
73 -lines[p+2*points_per_level]
74 };
75 Else
76 surface_lines[] = {
77 lines[p], lines[p+2*points_per_level+1], -lines[p+points_per_level],
78 -lines[p+2*points_per_level]
79 };
80 EndIf
81 cvlp = newll ;Curve Loop(cvlp) = surface_lines[];
82 s = news; Plane Surface(s) = {cvlp}; surfaces += s;
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83 EndFor
84 outer_boundary_bath_elements[] = surfaces[];
85 Return

Listing A.2 – Create a pair of dipol electrodes.
1 Macro NormaliseVec
2 // Normalises vector
3 // Args:
4 // - VEC: vector to normalise
5 // Returns
6 // - VEC_NORMALISED: normalised version of vector
7

8 LENGTH = 0;
9 For i In {0:#VEC[]-1}

10 LENGTH += VEC[i]^2;
11 EndFor
12 LENGTH = Sqrt(LENGTH);
13

14 VEC_NORMALISED [] = { };
15 For i In {0:#VEC[]-1}
16 VEC_NORMALISED += VEC[i] / LENGTH;
17 EndFor
18 Return
19

20

21 Macro ScalarProduct
22 // Calculate scalar product between two vectors
23 // Args:
24 // - VEC1, VEC2: The vectors
25 // Returns:
26 // - RES: the result
27

28 RES = 0;
29 For i In {0:#VEC1[]-1}
30 RES += VEC1[i] * VEC2[i];
31 EndFor
32 Return
33

34

35 Macro FindOnePerpendicularVector
36 // Find a perpendicular vector to VEC
37 // Args:
38 // - VEC: the vector (list with three coordinates)
39 // Returns:
40 // - VEC_PERP: One random perpendicular vector to VEC
41 // Idea: take scalar product with each coordinate axis. The largest angle
42 // between VEC and the axis will give the smallest scalar product. This

vector
43 // will be taken as helper vector to calculate a perpendicular vector
44

45 VEC1 [] = {1, 0, 0}; VEC2[] = VEC[];
46 Call ScalarProduct;
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47 scalar_x = RES;
48

49 VEC1 [] = {0, 1, 0}; VEC2[] = VEC[];
50 Call ScalarProduct;
51 scalar_y = RES;
52

53 VEC1 [] = {0, 0, 1}; VEC2[] = VEC[];
54 Call ScalarProduct;
55 scalar_z = RES;
56

57 // find closest-to perpendicular axis
58

59 If (Fabs(scalar_x) >= Fabs(scalar_y))
60 HELPER_VEC = {0, 1, 0};
61 winner = scalar_y;
62 Else
63 HELPER_VEC = {1, 0, 0};
64 winner = scalar_x;
65 EndIf
66

67 If (Fabs(winner) >= Fabs(scalar_z))
68 HELPER_VEC = {0, 0, 1};
69 winner = scalar_z;
70 EndIf
71

72 // create the perpendicular vector
73 VEC_PERP [] = { };
74 For i In {0:#VEC[]-1}
75 VEC_PERP += HELPER_VEC[i] - winner * VEC[i];
76 EndFor
77

78 VEC[] = VEC_PERP[];
79 Call NormaliseVec;
80 VEC_PERP[] = VEC_NORMALISED[];
81 Return
82

83

84 Macro FindNormalVector
85 // Find the normal vector to a surface defined by two vectors.
86 // Args:
87 // - VEC1, VEC2: Two vectors as lists with three coordinates
88 // Returns:
89 // - VEC_NORMAL: Normal vector to VEC1, VEC2
90 // Note:
91 // - You have to make sure that VEC1 and VEC2 are not parallel.
92 VEC_NORMAL = {};
93 VEC_NORMAL += VEC1[1] * VEC2[2] - VEC1[2] * VEC2[1];
94 VEC_NORMAL += VEC1[2] * VEC2[0] - VEC1[0] * VEC2[2];
95 VEC_NORMAL += VEC1[0] * VEC2[1] - VEC1[1] * VEC2[0];
96

97 VEC[] = VEC_NORMAL[];
98 Call NormaliseVec;
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99 VEC_NORMAL[] = VEC_NORMALISED[];
100 Return
101

102

103 Macro CreateDipol
104 // Create a dipol from two cylindres
105 // Two types of arguments: 1) for the dipol, 2) for the electrodes
106 // Args:
107 // - d_dipol: distance between dipol electrodes (surface electrode 1 to

surface electrode 2)
108 // - centre_dipol: point between the two dipol electrodes (list with three

coordinates)
109 // - direction_dipol: vector parallel to the vector
110 // connecting the two dipols electrode centres (list with three

coordinates)
111 // - r_electrode: radius of the dipol electrodes
112 // - h_electrode: height of the dipol electrodes
113 // - normal_electrode: normal vector of the electrode (list with three

coordinates)
114

115 // Returns:
116 // - sf_elec1, sf_elec2: surfaces of elec1 and elec2
117

118 // normalise direction
119 VEC[] = direction_dipol[] ;
120 Call NormaliseVec;
121 direction_dipol[] = VEC_NORMALISED[];
122

123 // normalise normal electrode
124 VEC[] = normal_electrode[] ;
125 Call NormaliseVec;
126 normal_electrode[] = VEC_NORMALISED[];
127

128

129 // centre electrodes
130 // centre is dipol centre + half electrode distance + radius electrode
131 C1[] = {} ;
132 C2[] = {} ;
133 For i In {0:#centre_dipol[]-1}
134 C1 += centre_dipol[i] + (d_dipol / 2 + r_electrode) * direction_dipol[i];
135 C2 += centre_dipol[i] - (d_dipol / 2 + r_electrode) * direction_dipol[i];
136 EndFor
137

138 // create electrodes
139 r_cylindre = r_electrode;
140 h_cylindre = h_electrode;
141 c_cylindre[] = C1[];
142 normal[] = normal_electrode[];
143 Call Cylindre;
144 sf_elec1 [] = surfaces_cylindre[];
145

146 c_cylindre[] = C2[];
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147 normal[] = normal_electrode[];
148 Call Cylindre;
149 sf_elec2 [] = surfaces_cylindre[];
150

151 Return
152

153

154 Macro Cylindre
155 // Create a cylindre
156 // Args:
157 // - r_cylindre: radius
158 // - h_cylindre: height
159 // - c_cylindre: centre of cylindre in height and radius (list with three

coordinates)
160 // - normal: normal of cylindre (list with three coordinates)
161 // Returns:
162 // - surfaces_cylindre
163

164 // if normal of cylindre is not normalised, normalise it
165 VEC[] = normal[];
166 Call NormaliseVec;
167 normal[] = VEC_NORMALISED[];
168

169 centre_lower_surface[] = {};
170 For i In {0:#c_cylindre[]-1}
171 centre_lower_surface += c_cylindre[i] - 0.5 * normal[i] * h_cylindre ;
172 EndFor
173

174 // find two perpendicular vectors (V1, V2) in radial direction
175 VEC [] = normal[];
176 Call FindOnePerpendicularVector;
177 V1 [] = VEC_PERP[];
178

179 VEC1 = normal[];
180 VEC2 = V1[];
181 Call FindNormalVector;
182 V2 [] = VEC_NORMAL [];
183

184 // make a circle as base area
185 x = centre_lower_surface[0]; y = centre_lower_surface[1]; z =

centre_lower_surface[2];
186 DELTA_R1 [] = {};
187 DELTA_R2 [] = {};
188 For i In {0:#V1[]-1}
189 DELTA_R1 += r_cylindre * V1[i];
190 DELTA_R2 += r_cylindre * V2[i];
191 EndFor
192

193 // circle
194 p1 = newp; Point(p1) = {x, y , z };
195 p2 = newp; Point(p2) = {x + DELTA_R1[0], y + DELTA_R1[1], z + DELTA_R1[2] };
196 p3 = newp; Point(p3) = {x + DELTA_R2[0], y + DELTA_R2[1], z + DELTA_R2[2] };
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197 p4 = newp; Point(p4) = {x - DELTA_R1[0], y - DELTA_R1[1], z - DELTA_R1[2] };
198 p5 = newp; Point(p5) = {x - DELTA_R2[0], y - DELTA_R2[1], z - DELTA_R2[2] };
199

200 c1 = newl; Circle(c1) = {p2,p1,p3};
201 c2 = newl; Circle(c2) = {p3,p1,p4};
202 c3 = newl; Circle(c3) = {p4,p1,p5};
203 c4 = newl; Circle(c4) = {p5,p1,p2};
204

205 l1 = newll; Curve Loop(l1) = {c1, c2, c3, c4};
206 cyl_base = news; Plane Surface(cyl_base) = {l1};
207

208 // extrude to volume
209 translation_vector[] = {};
210 For i In {0:#normal[]-1}
211 translation_vector += normal[i] * h_cylindre;
212 EndFor
213

214 out[] = Extrude{translation_vector[0], translation_vector[1],
translation_vector[2]} {Surface{cyl_base};};

215

216 // Remove volume created
217 Delete {Volume{out[1]};}
218

219 surfaces_cylindre [] = {cyl_base, out[0]};
220 For i In {2:#out[] -1} // out[1] is the volume
221 surfaces_cylindre += out[i];
222 EndFor
223

224 Return

Listing A.3 – Macro to create the electrode panel.
1 // File contains:
2 // Macro for one electroe panel
3

4 Geometry.OldNewReg = 0;
5

6 Macro electrode
7 // Create one electrode in two steps: first lower part (interface with panel)
8 // then upper part (interface with bath), then connect both parts.
9 lc_electrode = 3;

10

11 // circle interface with panel
12 p1 = newp; Point(p1) = {x, y , z } ; //, lc_electrode} ;
13 p2 = newp; Point(p2) = {x, y , z+r} ; //, lc_electrode} ;
14 p3 = newp; Point(p3) = {x, y-r, z } ; //, lc_electrode} ;
15 p4 = newp; Point(p4) = {x, y , z-r} ; //, lc_electrode} ;
16 p5 = newp; Point(p5) = {x, y+r, z } ; //, lc_electrode} ;
17

18 c1 = newl; Circle(c1) = {p2,p1,p3};
19 c2 = newl; Circle(c2) = {p3,p1,p4};
20 c3 = newl; Circle(c3) = {p4,p1,p5};
21 c4 = newl; Circle(c4) = {p5,p1,p2};
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22

23 // circle at interface with bath
24 d = 3; // depth electrode
25 p6 = newp; Point(p6) = {x + d, y , z } ; //, lc_electrode} ;
26 p7 = newp; Point(p7) = {x + d, y , z+r} ; //, lc_electrode} ;
27 p8 = newp; Point(p8) = {x + d, y-r, z } ; //, lc_electrode} ;
28 p9 = newp; Point(p9) = {x + d, y , z-r} ; //, lc_electrode} ;
29 p10 = newp; Point(p10) = {x + d, y+r, z } ; //, lc_electrode} ;
30

31 c5 = newl; Circle(c5) = {p7,p6,p8};
32 c6 = newl; Circle(c6) = {p8,p6,p9};
33 c7 = newl; Circle(c7) = {p9,p6,p10};
34 c8 = newl; Circle(c8) = {p10,p6,p7};
35 For temp In {c1:c8}
36 curves += temp;
37 EndFor
38

39 l1 = newll; Curve Loop(l1) = {c1, c2, c3, c4};
40 electrode_loops += l1 ; // electrode loops on panel
41 ls_panel = news; Plane Surface(ls_panel) = {l1};
42 surfaces += ls_panel;
43 surfaces_panel += ls_panel;
44

45 l1 = newll; Curve Loop(l1) = {c5, c6, c7, c8};
46 ls_bath = news; Plane Surface(ls_bath) = {l1};
47 surfaces += ls_bath;
48 interfaces_bath += ls_bath;
49

50 // connect upper circle and lower part.
51 l1 = newl; Line(l1) = {p2, p7};
52 l2 = newl; Line(l2) = {p3, p8};
53 l3 = newl; Line(l3) = {p4, p9};
54 l4 = newl; Line(l4) = {p5, p10};
55 For temp In {l1:l4}
56 curves += temp;
57 EndFor
58

59 // make surfaces via lineloops
60 ll1 = newll; Curve Loop(ll1) = {l1, c5, -l2, -c1};
61 ll2 = newll; Curve Loop(ll2) = {l2, c6, -l3, -c2};
62 ll3 = newll; Curve Loop(ll3) = {l3, c7, -l4, -c3};
63 ll4 = newll; Curve Loop(ll4) = {l4, c8, -l1, -c4};
64

65 s5 = news; Surface(s5) = {ll1};
66 s6 = news; Surface(s6) = {ll2};
67 s7 = news; Surface(s7) = {ll3};
68 s8 = news; Surface(s8) = {ll4};
69 For temp In {s5:s8}
70 surfaces += temp;
71 interfaces_bath += temp;
72 EndFor
73
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74 surface_electrode = newsl;
75 Surface Loop(surface_electrode) = {s5, s6, s7, s8, ls_bath, ls_panel};
76 v_e = newv; Volume(v_e) = {surface_electrode};
77 volumes += v_e;
78 Physical Volume(electrode_counter) = {v_e};
79 Printf("tag_ecg_electrode_%g=%g", electrode_counter, phys_tag) >> InfoFile;
80 electrode_counter +=1;
81 phys_tag += 1;
82 Return
83

84 Macro boxwithhole
85

86 // create the box with a whole in it.
87 /*//////// cylinder surface ///////////*/
88 // lower
89 p1 = newp; Point(p1) = {0,46,-80,lccylinder};
90 p2 = newp; Point(p2) = {0,46+20,-80,lccylinder};
91 p3 = newp; Point(p3) = {0,46,-80+20,lccylinder};
92 p4 = newp; Point(p4) = {0,46-20,-80,lccylinder};
93 p5 = newp; Point(p5) = {0,46,-80-20,lccylinder};
94

95 l1 = newl; Circle(l1) = {p2,p1,p3};
96 l2 = newl; Circle(l2) = {p3,p1,p4};
97 l3 = newl; Circle(l3) = {p4,p1,p5};
98 l4 = newl; Circle(l4) = {p5,p1,p2};
99

100 For temp In {l1:l4}
101 curves += temp;
102 EndFor
103

104 cl00 = newll; Curve Loop(cl00) = {l1, l2, l3, l4};
105 // Printf("lower cylinder b: %f", cl00);
106 lower_cylinder_boundary = cl00;
107

108 // upper
109 p6 = newp; Point(p6) = {5,46,-80,lccylinder};
110 p7 = newp; Point(p7) = {5,46+20,-80,lccylinder};
111 p8 = newp; Point(p8) = {5,46,-80+20,lccylinder};
112 p9 = newp; Point(p9) = {5,46-20,-80,lccylinder};
113 p10 = newp; Point(p10) = {5,46,-80-20,lccylinder};
114 l5 = newl; Circle(l5) = {p7,p6,p8};
115 l6 = newl; Circle(l6) = {p8,p6,p9};
116 l7 = newl; Circle(l7) = {p9,p6,p10};
117 l8 = newl; Circle(l8) = {p10,p6,p7};
118

119 For temp In {l5:l8}
120 curves += temp;
121 EndFor
122

123 cl0 = newll; Curve Loop(cl0) = {l5, l6, l7, l8};
124

125 upper_cylinder_boundary = cl0;
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126 // Printf("upper cylinder b: %f", upper_cylinder_boundary);
127

128 // curved surfaces in the cylinder
129 // make connections between cylinders
130 l9 = newl; Line(l9) = {p8, p3};
131 l10 = newl; Line(l10) = {p7, p2};
132 l11 = newl; Line(l11) = {p10, p5};
133 l12 = newl; Line(l12) = {p9, p4};
134 For temp In {l9:l12}
135 curves += temp;
136 EndFor
137

138

139 //connect upper with lower and make surfaces.
140 // inner part of cylinder surface
141 cl1 = newll; Curve Loop(cl1) = {l9, -l1, -l10, l5};
142 cl2 = newll; Curve Loop(cl2) = {l10, -l4, -l11, l8};
143 cl3 = newll; Curve Loop(cl3) = {l7, l11, -l3, -l12};
144 cl4 = newll; Curve Loop(cl4) = {l12, -l2, -l9, l6};
145

146 s1 = news; Surface(s1) = {cl1};
147 s2 = news; Surface(s2) = {cl2};
148 s3 = news; Surface(s3) = {cl3};
149 s4 = news; Surface(s4) = {cl4};
150 For temp In {s1:s4}
151 surfaces += temp;
152 interfaces_bath += temp;
153 surfaces_panel += temp;
154 EndFor
155

156 // make box
157 /*//////// panel surface ///////////*/
158 //lower part from top left counter clockwise
159 p11 = newp; Point(p11) = {0,0,0} ;//,lcbox};
160 p12 = newp; Point(p12) = {0,0,-160} ;//,lcbox};
161 p13 = newp; Point(p13) = {0,92,-160} ;//,lcbox};
162 p14 = newp; Point(p14) = {0,92,0} ;//,lcbox};
163 // connect points lower part
164 l13 = newl; Line(l13) = {p11, p12};
165 l14 = newl; Line(l14) = {p12, p13};
166 l15 = newl; Line(l15) = {p13,p14};
167 l16 = newl; Line(l16) = {p14,p11};
168 For temp In {l13:l16}
169 curves += temp;
170 EndFor
171

172 cl19 = newll; Curve Loop (cl19) = {l13, l14, l15, l16};
173

174 // to create surface: cut off inner part of cylinder, inner part is c100
175 ns199 = news; Surface(ns199) = {cl19, cl00};
176 surfaces+= ns199;
177 interfaces_bath += ns199;
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178 surfaces_panel += ns199;
179

180 //upper part
181 p15 = newp; Point(p15) = {5,0,0} ;//,lcbox};
182 p16 = newp; Point(p16) = {5,0,-160} ;//,lcbox};
183 p17 = newp; Point(p17) = {5,92,-160} ;//,lcbox};
184 p18 = newp; Point(p18) = {5,92,0} ;//,lcbox};
185 // connect points upper part
186 l17 = newl; Line(l17) = {p15, p16};
187 l18 = newl; Line(l18) = {p16, p17};
188 l19 = newl; Line(l19) = {p17, p18};
189 l20 = newl; Line(l20) = {p18, p15};
190 For temp In {l17:l20}
191 curves += temp;
192 EndFor
193

194 // connect lines
195 cl20 = newll; Curve Loop (cl20) = {l17, l18, l19, l20};
196

197 bounding_upper_box = cl20;
198

199 // connect parts
200 l21 = newl; Line(l21) = {p11, p15};
201 l22 = newl; Line(l22) = {p12, p16};
202 l23 = newl; Line(l23) = {p13, p17};
203 l24 = newl; Line(l24) = {p14, p18};
204 For temp In {l21:l24}
205 curves += temp;
206 EndFor
207

208 // make sides to surfaces
209 cl21 = newll; Curve Loop (cl21) = {l21, l17, -l22, -l13};
210 cl22 = newll; Curve Loop (cl22) = {l22, l18, -l23, -l14};
211 cl23 = newll; Curve Loop (cl23) = {l23, l19, -l24, -l15};
212 cl24 = newll; Curve Loop (cl24) = {l24, l20, -l21, -l16};
213

214 s5 = news; Plane Surface(s5) = {cl21};
215 s6 = news; Plane Surface(s6) = {cl22};
216 s7 = news; Plane Surface(s7) = {cl23};
217 s8 = news; Plane Surface(s8) = {cl24};
218 For temp In {s5:s8}
219 surfaces+= temp;
220 interfaces_bath += temp;
221 surfaces_panel += temp;
222 EndFor
223

224 Return
225

226

227 Macro electrodepanel
228 /// start making the geometry
229 // meshparams
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230 // gathering geometries
231 // Args: [incomplete]
232 // - InfoFile: Path to file where the info should be go to.
233

234

235

236 points [] = {}; // gathers all points used
237 curves [] = {}; // gathers all curves used
238 surfaces [] = {}; // gathers all surfaces used
239 surfaces_panel [] = {};
240 volumes [] = {};
241 interfaces_bath[] = {};
242 start_points = newp;
243

244 points += start_points;
245 lcbox = 10;
246 lccylinder = 6;
247

248 // list to gather curves on electrodes.
249 electrode_loops [] = { };
250

251 // box surfaces gathers all surfaces of the panel:
252 // electrode surfaces on panel and the box surfaces the electrodes
253 // cut out (so in total all box surfaces).
254

255 Call boxwithhole;
256

257 /// now electrodes
258 r = 2.5;
259 // positions of center
260 y_poses[] = {86, 66, 46, 26, 6};
261 z_poses[] = {32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144};
262

263 // (y, z)
264 //exclude_combinations = [(26, 80), (46, 96), (46, 80), (46, 64), (66, 80)]
265

266 x = 5;
267 num_y = #y_poses[];
268 num_z = #z_poses[];
269 t=0;
270 For indy In {0:num_y-1}
271 For indz In {0:num_z-1}
272 /// check if this has to be skipped
273 y = y_poses[indy];
274 z = -z_poses[indz];
275 // achtung, z hat ein minuszeichen, deshalb aufpassen.
276 If (!((Fabs(y-26)<0.01 && Fabs(z+80) < 0.01) || (Fabs(y-46)<0.01 && Fabs(

z+96) < 0.01) || (Fabs(y-46)<0.01 && Fabs(z+80) < 0.01) || (Fabs(y-46)<0.01
&& Fabs(z+64) < 0.01) || (Fabs(y-66)<0.01 && Fabs(z+80) < 0.01)))

277 Call electrode;
278 t += 1;
279 EndIf
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280 EndFor
281 EndFor
282

283 // surface upper
284 // without electrode loops
285 snum = news; Surface(snum) = {bounding_upper_box, upper_cylinder_boundary,

electrode_loops[]};
286 interfaces_bath += snum;
287 surfaces_panel += snum;
288 surfaces += snum;
289 end_points = newp;
290 points += end_points -1;
291

292

293 // Printf("range points ’%g’ and ’%g’", points[0], points[1]);
294 the_num = newsl; Surface Loop(the_num) = {interfaces_bath[]};
295 surface_loops_interface_bath += the_num;
296 // Printf("surface loop number: ’%g’", the_num);
297 points[] = {points[0]:points[1]};
298

299 // Printf("Len points, curves, surfaces: ’%g’, ’%g’, ’%g’", #this_box_points[
], #this_box_curves[], #this_box_surfaces[]);

300

301 Return

Listing A.4 – Connected Surface Detection.
1 // Find connected surfaces
2

3 /* note:
4 The approach used below cannot be applied to surfaces of seperate volumes

that touch each other. (For example if we would split the heart muscle in
the different parts which boundaries touch each other). For this usecase
one would have to use a different approach, which I cannot come up with
write now.

5 */
6

7 surface_pool[] = surfaces[];
8 next_surfaces_to_check[] = {};
9 surface_loops[] = {};

10 srfcs_forming_this_clstr[] = {};
11 first_srfc = surface_pool[0]; surface_pool -= first_srfc;
12 not_processed_connected_srfcs[] = {first_srfc};
13 srfcs_forming_this_clstr += first_srfc;
14

15 For all_surfaces_processed In {0:1}
16 // now: find neighbours of one surface
17 // draw first surface
18 If (#not_processed_connected_srfcs[] == 0)
19 // this surface cluster is done, reset for next one
20 srfcs_forming_this_clstr[] = {};
21 current_srfc = surface_pool[0]; surface_pool -= current_srfc;
22 srfcs_forming_this_clstr += current_srfc;
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23 Else
24 current_srfc = not_processed_connected_srfcs[0];
25 not_processed_connected_srfcs -= current_srfc;
26 EndIf
27 // check to which not yet assigned to a surface cluster surface this is

connected
28 bndry_srfc = Boundary{Surface{current_srfc};};
29 For os In {0:#surface_pool[]-1}
30 bndry_srfc_temp[] = bndry_srfc[];
31 srfc = surface_pool[os];
32 bndry_srfc_temp -= Boundary{Surface{srfc};};
33 num_common_bndry_elements = #bndry_srfc[] - #bndry_srfc_temp[];
34 If (num_common_bndry_elements!=0)
35 srfcs_forming_this_clstr += srfc;
36 not_processed_connected_srfcs += srfc;
37 EndIf
38 EndFor
39 surface_pool -= srfcs_forming_this_clstr[];
40

41 If (#not_processed_connected_srfcs[] == 0)
42 // this surface cluster is done, create loop
43 surface_loop = newsl; Surface Loop(surface_loop) = {

srfcs_forming_this_clstr[]};
44 surface_loops += surface_loop;
45 EndIf
46

47

48 If ( #surface_pool[] + #not_processed_connected_srfcs[] == 0)
49 all_surfaces_processed = 1;
50 Else
51 all_surfaces_processed = 0;
52 EndIf
53 EndFor

Listing A.5 – Macro create shock electrode.
1 Macro electrode
2 // input:
3 // anker: one corner of the electrode (x,y,z)
4 // side: (x,y,z) from anker the side
5 // down: (x,y,z) from ankor down
6 // normal: (x, y, z) direction and length of extrusion
7

8 //// Path to go: (Instructions for me while coding)
9 // in total: 8 points!

10 // I will do: create plan, then extrude and get boundary by volume
11 // first: create surface from points and curve loop,
12 // then : extrude to volume
13

14 // make points
15 as[] = {};
16 ad[] = {};
17 asd[] = {};
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18

19 For i In {0:2}
20 as[] += anker[i] + side[i];
21 ad[] += anker[i] + down[i];
22 asd[] += anker[i] + side[i] + down[i];
23 EndFor
24

25 coords[] = {};
26 coords += anker[];
27 coords += as[];
28 coords += asd[];
29 coords += ad[];
30 // next layer
31 For i In {0:#coords[]-3:3}
32 coords += coords[i] + normal[0];
33 coords += coords[i+1] + normal[1];
34 coords += coords[i+2] + normal[2];
35 EndFor
36

37 points[] = {};
38 For ind In {0:#coords[]-3:3} // 3 coordinates per point -> steps of 3.
39 x = coords[ind]; y = coords[ind + 1]; z = coords[ind + 2];
40 p_new = newp; Point(p_new) = {x, y, z}; points += p_new;
41 EndFor
42

43 //Panker = newp; Point(Panker) = {anker[0], anker[1], anker[2]}; points +=
Panker;

44 //Pas = newp; Point(Pas) = {as[0], as[1], as[2]}; points += Pas;
45 //Pad = newp; Point(Pad) = {ad[0], ad[1], ad[2]}; points += Pad;
46 //Pasd = newp; Point(Pasd) = {asd[0], asd[1], asd[2]}; points += Pasd;
47

48 // make lines in each level; I assume more points per level than levels.
49 points_per_level = #points[]/2; // 2 levels
50 lines[] = {};
51 For p In {0:#points[]-1}
52 start = points[p];
53 If ((p+1)%points_per_level==0) // connect last in level with first in level

.
54 end = points[p+1-points_per_level];
55 Else
56 end = points[p+1];
57 EndIf
58 lt = newl; Line(lt)= {start, end}; lines += lt;
59 EndFor
60

61 // make lines connecting the levels
62 For p In {0:#points[]/2-1} // 2 levels
63 start = points[p]; end = points[p+points_per_level];
64 lt = newl; Line(lt)= {start, end}; lines += lt;
65 EndFor
66

67 // surfaces
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68 lines_per_level = points_per_level; // since closed loop
69 surfaces[] = {};
70 // top and bottom
71 For l In {1:2} // 2 levels
72 surface_lines = {};
73 For line_index In {0:lines_per_level-1}
74 line = lines[( (l-1)*lines_per_level ) + line_index];
75 surface_lines += line;
76 EndFor
77 cvlp = newll ; Curve Loop(cvlp) = surface_lines[];
78 s = news; Plane Surface(s) = {cvlp}; surfaces += s;
79 EndFor
80

81

82 // make surfaces side
83 For p In {0:points_per_level-1} // works only for 2 levels.
84 If (p == points_per_level-1) // boundary always everything -8
85 surface_lines[] = {
86 lines[p], lines[p+points_per_level+1], -lines[p+points_per_level],
87 -lines[p+2*points_per_level]
88 };
89 Else
90 surface_lines[] = {
91 lines[p], lines[p+2*points_per_level+1], -lines[p+points_per_level],
92 -lines[p+2*points_per_level]
93 };
94 EndIf
95 cvlp = newll ;Curve Loop(cvlp) = surface_lines[];
96 s = news; Plane Surface(s) = {cvlp}; surfaces += s;
97 EndFor
98

99 bndry_elements[] = surfaces[];
100

101 Return

Listing A.6 – Example usage of the Parameter storer class.
1 from ParameterStorage import ParameterStorer
2

3 ps = ParameterStorer ()
4 # Sets the variable value to 17 and stores this information in

the parameterstorer class
5 var = ps(" Var_name ", 17)
6 ps.write("/path/to/ output / folder ", filename =" parameters .csv")
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